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The BG News
Workshop features Irish dance
By ANNE MOSS
The BG News

i Jud Laipply advocates
spontaneous open
discussion.
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there's no intelligent
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say what?
"When you're
younger, you think
everything is black
and white."
Royce Anne Martin,
technology professor

• See DANCERS, page seven.
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Dancers from the Heinzman School of Irish Dance will be performing at the University Saturday.

Students become safety experts
Aviation class travels to nations capital to attend safety seminar

N-l

i Sandy Skoglund puts
"reality under siege" in
Toledo.

sports

St. Patrick's Day is about three weeks
away and already the University is
buzzing with Irish spirit.
This Saturday, Feb. 27, there will be a
day devoted to Irish dance in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. The day will include a
variety of workshops and presentations
on traditional Irish dance and music.
University instructor Lucy Long will
be one of the presenters. Long has
received several grants from the Ohio
Humanities Council and from the University's Partnership in Community Action
to create a documentary on Irish dance.
The presentation in the Union is among
one of the projects Long is able to do with
the grants. She also used the grant money
to create a video documentation on Irish
dance in the local community, which will
be the main event, of the day.

Long will be working along with Deborah Tell, coordinator of the University's
dance program, and Lynne Hamer, a faculty member at the University of Toledo.
"Irish dance is a great topic to
explore," Tell said. "Especially since it has
been highlighted within the past years."
There will be a session beginning at
9:30 a.m. and ending at noon. According
to Long, the morning workshop is generally for teachers of elementary to high
school students, and will focus on how to
incorporate the traditions of Irish dance
into the teachings of social studies, music
and other subjects. There will also be a
brief dance demonstration.
Later in the day, there will be a dance
workshop from 4-6 p.m. Presenting at the
workshop will be Kitty Heinzman, who
has been teaching Irish dance for nearly
30 years, and Frank Hall, who has studied

By LINE ANETTE
DJUVE
The BG News
"In Pursuit of Safety" was the
big topic for ten aviation students when they spent a week
interacting with aviation policy
makers in Washington D.C. in
the beginning of January.
Royce Ann Martin, assistant
professor in the department of
technology systems and instructor for the aviation course, said
that the purpose of the trip was
to help students see how aviation policy is made and how it
can be influenced.
She stressed that one of the
key aspects of the seminar was
to make the students aware that
they can make a difference and
that different players have different views on different topics.
"When you're younger, you
think everything is black and
white, and when you get older
you realize that things aren't
necessarily black and white,"
Martin said. "There are a lot of
grays out there."
She added that having the
students meet with different key
aviation
industry agencies
forced them to see all the various sides of an issue.
According to Martin, the students started preparing for the
seminar well in advance. They
were divided into smaller
groups and had to research several sub-topics. Martin said she
wanted to make sure that the
students knew some of the hot
topics concerning air transportation.
"We met six times before we
left," she said. "The students
had to become experts on a
topic."
For Mark Weithofer, a senior
aviation management opera-

Film
students
network
By ALEXANDRIA DIETZ
The BG News

When Spike Lee cancelled his .
speech twice, upset University
film students decided to take
action. They decided to create a
Film Students Committee.
Monique Wrighten, junior film
studies major and treasurer of the
committee, said they wanted to
start this group to help rebuild
the film department.
"It started out of the Spike Lee
visit," she said. "We were all disappointed and thought it wouldn't happen if we had a tighter
group of people."
Photo Provided
Wrighten said that most stuTop Row: (left to right) Senator De Wine, Dustin Freeman, Mark Weithofer, Dr. Royce Ann Martin
dents are not aware of what is
and Steve Chapa.
involved with film studies and
Front Row: (left to right) Curtis Voltz, Mike Ferguson, Amy Burdette, Derek Vargo and Pam
there is no real network for them.
Hague.
"Not a lot of students know
tions major, preparing for the Council International (ACI) and was that the students were able
what film studies is about," she
trip was equally important.
General Aircraft Manufacturers to meet other people who are
said. "Not all of the film studies
and will be in the aviation
"We researched all of the top- Association (GAMA).
majors know each other either."
Martin added that the stu- industry and create a network
ics to make sure we knew the
Wrighten said the group will
issues that would be talked dents also got to meet with Sen- with them.
start to meet regularly on
For
Weithofer,
meeting
the
about," Weithofer said. "We ator DeWine and talk to personWednesdays in 114 Business
wrote papers and we gave pre- nel in the offices of Senator various people was a benefit in
Administration building at 9:15
sentations for each other so that Voinovich and Representative itself.
p.m.
"I
met
and
was
able
to
talk
to
Gilmore.
when we got to D.C. we could
"We will probably sit around
According to Weithofer, the a lot of high-ranked aviation
ask intelligent questions."
and talk," she said. "It may just
The research continued dur- week-long research was con- officials that a college student
be 'have you seen this and what
ing the week in Washington cluded with group presenta- would not be able to meet," he
did you think of it?'"
DC, where the students joined tions on the various topics said.
Wrighten also said that they
Weithofer also said that the
forces with students from seven explored. He explained that
are planning on doing some
other universities from around some of the sub-topics the stu- seminar had given him a good
fundraisers such as a car wash or
the country.
dents researched in-depth were impression of aviation policy
a raffle.
Martin said that the students the Y2K pnblem, one-way colli- making in the United States,
"We want to try and raise
were placed in small groups in sion and cost-benefit analysis, and that he believes it serves as
money to bring in film makers,
order to interview the various and how much money to spend a good role model for the rest of
actors, and have seminars," she
the world.
agencies present. Some of the on a human life.
said.
Both Martin and Weithofer
"The US has always been the
agencies interviewed by the students include the Federal Avia- thought that the outcome of the leading country in establishing
Erin Waters, a senior film studtion Administration (FAA), the seminar was that it was good aviation policy," he said. "We
ies major and secretary of the
National Transportation Safety and successful.
have the safest policy in the
committee, believes that ihe comBoard (NTSB), Airline Pilot
According to Martin, one of
mittee will help the with reconAssociation (ALPA), Airports the better results from the trip
struction of the new film studies
• See AVIATION, page seven.
department.
"It will help form a bond
between students," she said.
Waters also said that the committee will serve is their own
career services. They will have
involved in the town they are since it is so small."
connections and contact lists for
By JEFF HINDENACH
teaching in."
The size of the society is due
film students.
The BG News
Danziger sees this as a good to the fact that it was just formed
Waters believes that a commitWhen most people think of opportunity for students who last fall. According to Jim Buss, a
tee like this would have been
are
aspiring
teachers
to
see
senior
history
major
and
presihistorians, they usually don't
helpful when she entered college.
associate them with a very excit- exactly what a professor's life is dent of the society, the society
James Waters, senior film studwas formed for many different
ing or interesting job. But the like.
ies
major and vice-president of
"I
think
this
will
be
somereasons.
University History Society is
thing aspiring teachers will be
The first xeason was to pre- the committee, agreed.
trying to disprove this theory.
"This would have helped a
The society will be hosting a interested in," he said. "It will be sent history to the students of
speaker series beginning Friday, more like a forum, where I talk the University in a different lot," he said. "It made it a little bit
Feb. 26 at 4:30 p.m. in 141 for a while and then 1 can dis- manner in order to get them to harder without a group like this."
appreciate history more.
Waters also said that the comWilliams Hall. To kick off the cuss with the students."
Joe Genetin-Pilawa, a junior
"We provide great opportuni- mittee wants to try and keep in
series, they have asked Edmund
J. Danziger, Jr., a history profes- history major and treasurer of ties to all students of all majors touch with film studies alumni to
the society, hopes that this to experience history at the Uni- learn what kind of job opportunisor at BGSU, to speak.
ties are out there for film studies
Danziger said he will be dis- speaker will help bring more versity," Buss said.
The second goal of the society majors.
cuss being a professor. He will interest into the society.
"We are just starting to is to assist both history majors
also talk about his researching
The Film Students Committee
and writing. Additionally, he rebuild and so we couldn't and minors and work with the is open to all students of film
will discuss his life outside of attract any big name speakers," history department.
studies majors and anyone interhe said. "But I think Dr.
"We also provide outlets for ested in the film industry.
teaching.
"I will be talking about my Danziger has a lot of interesting history majors and minors to the
"The committee is open to film
recreational interests," he said. things to say. Hopefully it will
makers and film lovers," Erin
bring
an
interest
to
the
society,
"I think professors should get
• See HISTORY, page seven. Waters said.

History enthusiasts form new organization
Danziger to talk about being a professor as part of society's speaker series
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Edmund J.
Danziger, Jr.
Talking about a life as a
professor. Friday, Feb.
26 at 4:30 p.m. in 141
Williams Hall.
Anyone interested in
attending the talk mustj
j reserve a seat by calling Jim Buss @ 352-8484
or the History Department @ 372-2030.
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The vision statement for our University states, "Bowling Green
State University aspires to be the premier learning community in
Ohio, and one of the best in the nation. Through the interdependence of teaching, learning, scholarship and service, we will create
an academic environment grounded in intellectual discovery and
guided by rational discourse and civility. Bowling Green State University serves the diverse and multicultural communities of Ohio,
the United States and the World."
The ultimate responsibility to capture BGSU's vision lies in the
actions of all those who are connected to the University. We must
constantly evaluate our teaching, learning and service to improve
our academic environment. Thus, students and faculty need to communicate about the teaching-learning process. In the past, some students have organized forums to share their ideas with faculty members, but few faculty members have attended these forums.
We feel that it is important for faculty members to meet the
diverse needs of students. After all, both faculty and students
should be equipped with the skills to participate responsibly in a
multicultural world. Receiving feedback and discussing issues will
improve the teacher-student relationship. Sometimes the feedback is
positive and sometimes it is not. In the latter case, it could cause tension, especially when students question teaching styles and practices. James Baldwin, when he taught at BGSU in 1978, stated that
education should encourage students to ask questions about everything. However, these students were unacknowledged.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. distinguished between a negative
peace (absence of tension) and a positive peace (presence of justice),
and we are interested in achieving the latter by working together to
make our learning environment inclusive and impartial. The bottom
line is we are a small group of students who are interested in communicating with faculty members about the teaching-learning
process and have decided to "take the forum" to the teachers. We
ask students to submit responses to three questions: What specific
issues would you like to address? What example can you provide to
illustrate your point? What suggestions can you offer to help reinforce positive outcomes and alleviate negative outcomes? Please
limit each response to 50 words. These issues will be compiled in the
form of a booklet and forwarded to all departments and programs.
We urge all students to participate in this effort and to be respectful but honest in sharing their issues. If you have any questions,
please contact one of the students whose names and e-mail addresses appear below.
Roschell Ashley, rashley@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Gabiel Marquez, gabiel@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Afwandi Shumann, afwandi@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this? The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
administrative and local input from any and all people who have a strong opinion. The BG News will not dlscrlmmlnate upon letters solely based on a person's
opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less'than two
typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In response to a current issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only If the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or cot
umn as anonymous only under specific situations In which the author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or. send It on e-mail to
bgnewsS'bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject. "Letter to the Editor".

■

Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication
Copyright © 1999. The BG News. Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News Is
prohibited.
The BG New* is an independent publication founded In 1920 and Is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the summer semes
ter.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors In
rles or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.

The above question is one that
should prod into your basic outlook on life as a whole. What are
you doing here? Where are you
going? Are you enjoying the
journey? These questions are
ones that you must answer to
ensure that you are happy in
your life and that you appreciate
what you have.
Happiness is a journey, not a
destination; nevertheless, people
are always reaching for happiness like the elusive butterfly.
They believe that they can see
but just cannot quite grasp it.
How wrong they are. Perhaps
you know, or you might be one
of these people yourself. People
of this nature have a tendency to
say things like, "If I can only
make it through until Thursday,
then I'll be okay." Or similarly, "If
I just get all of this clas^work
done, then I will be happy." Yet
those times never come, do
they?
Something always comes
along to fill in the void left by the
completed task, giving you yet
another reason to look toward
the future in hope of reaching
the elusive butterfly. Life is a
series of tasks, adventures and
roads in which the learning and
the beauty lies in the process, not
the arrival at a destination. If
you focus only on the destination you will never find happiness in life. You must take time
to look around you and enjoy

what is right in front of you.
Seniors, how many times in the
last few months have you
uttered the words, "I can't wait
to get out of here!"?
Why? Do you think that you
will be happier in the "real
world?" Do you think that four
years from now you won't be
saying, "1 wish I could get out of
this job," or " I wish I could get
out of this city?" If you are hellbent on getting out of college
you might be missing the best
part of your life.
College is by far one of the
greatest times in one's life. In
college one finds their beliefs,
values, friends, hobbies and
everything else. Ideas that you
once held as truth are nothing
more than distant memories
replaced by new truths that will
soon be brought into question.
Evenings of talk will turn into
lifetimes of friendship. College is
a place for it all. Yet when all is
said and done, you will get a
piece of fancy paper with some

ink-based substance. Is this what
you have worked for? NO! The
joys and benefits of college lie
not in the degree but in the
process of getting the degree.
Your life learning will come in
the usage of that degree in whatever setting. You see, life is a
series of learning processes that
will build you up to the person
that you are today. It is the
process that will give you what
you need.
Perhaps one of the greatest
tools of learning on a college
campus is what I like to call SOD
(Spontaneous Open Discussion).
Everyone knows what I am talking about. A few of you might be
chilling around an episode of ER
and then afterwards be talking
about something, and the next
thing you know you might be
telling people some of your most
personal thoughts, beliefs and
experiences. SOD's do not occur
every day, nor every week.
Heck, there really is no telling
when one might spring on you.
It is moments and items like
these that make us who we are
and help create the experience
known as college.
In light of the lack of diversity
in our school, or lack of diversity
in your own life, I suggest that
you partake in some SOD's with
members of another race, religion or sexual orientation, and
listen to their views and opinions. You might be surprised at

what you find out. One of the
major problems in life is the
inability to recognize the other
side or the other opinion. We
have so many personal attachments to our beliefs that we can
not accept that someone else
might have a different belief or
opinion. How bull-headed is
that? Sounds pretty much like
I arrogance to me. So are you arrogant? Can you accept the opinion of someone else even if it differs from yours? Try it once.
Think of something that you
really believe in, something that
you feel strongly about. Now
imagine yourself on the other
side of the issue. Maybe now
some of your hosility will melt
away and you might be more
willing to accept others and their
views. Keep working on this.
I have no doubt in my mind
that most of you here at scho<jl'
will claim to be happy, yet to
what do you owe your happi-fl
ness? Are you truly happy? Are
you living life to the fullest and I
taking advantage of every'
opportunity that comes along? |
Are you engrossed in meeting ;
different people and learning I
about their lives? If not, I suggest «
you start. Trust me, your life will I
be better for it.
)ud Laipply is a SOD (spontaneously open discusser) and would
love to hear from you at
judson@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Average BGSU student is an idiot
A series of events has unfolded over the last week or so that
has nearly confirmed a belief
that I have held dear for some
time now. That belief is that an
unfortunately large number of
students here at Bowling Green
are idiots.
Does this please me?
No.
It probably should. I've been
spouting the same elitist rhetoric
for almost a year now. The
majority of the students here
have done little to prove to me
that my feelings are incorrect.
Unfortunately, in the last
week or two, there has been
some validation from others on
this campus concerning my
beliefs that I am neraly surrounded by mediocrity, or
worse, complete stupidity.
Last week in one of my English classes, my professor was
discussing satire. She said something to the effect that mature,
knowledgeable readers can
understand the subtleties of
satire. In the same class period,
she mentioned a satirist named
Jonathan Swift. At the end of the
class she noted that one of the
main reasons there is such heated debate in The BG News concerning certain topics is that
most people here on campus do
not understand satire.
How could I not laugh? Last
semester I parodied Jonathan
Swift's "A Modest Proposal" in a
guest column for The BG News
entitled, "A Hands On Approach

To Homosexuality." My article
had as much to do with homosexuality as Swift's essay had to
do with cannibalism, but just
like his readers, the students
here at BGSU proceeded to misunderstand the message and
respond to it with not only misinformed, but at points, downright pathetic retorts.
I relayed this little anecdote to
my teacher and all she could say
was, "you poor boy."
Lest you think this opinion is
limited to only myself and an
undoubtedly arrogant elitist
English professor, let me relay to
you another little anecdote.
I was working one night and
my shift came to an end. At that
time I left the office that I work at
and I saw a flier for a selfdefense program that was to be
held at Bromfield. "What is noteworthy about this?" you might
ask. Well, the name of the program was "Kick A Man." Being a
man, I took exception to this. I
understand that there is a dangerous element in our society
and that people, especially

women, need to be able to
defend themsleves accordingly. I
just do not agree with the title
chosen for the course.
Exercising my editorial skills,
I proceeded to write a retort to
what I felt was a blatant case of
gender bias. I felt that if there
was a program aimed at males
that suggested physical harm to
females in its title the woni/nists
would have nipped it in the bud
at the planning stages.
I wrote my article, titled,
"Slap A Woman Logic Class." If I
might say so myself, it was quite
humorous and it made a good
point. I let some of my friends,
including several women, read
it. All of them felt that it was
funny and understood it.
Prompted from something that I
read in the aforementioned English class, I decided to add yet
another layer of satire to my critique. I added a letter to the editor in response to my own, as of
yet, unpublished article. The letter was meant to imitate the letters that were sure to come pouring into The News' room concerning my article. I hoped not
only to preempt the letters, but
also to criticize them in one fell
swoop.
I, along with several other
students, was eagerly awaiting
the day that my guest article
would see print in The BG
News.
Today, all of my hopes came
to a grinding halt. I received an
e-mail message from the opinion

editor at The News telling me
that my article would not be
given the honor of appearing in
our campus newspaper. The reason given for this omission is
what is of interest. His reason for
not putting the article in The
News was that he felt that "very
few people will get it and most
will be confused." His other reason for not printing my article
was "partially because of the
slowness of the average BGSU
student."
I'm not writing this to make
Brian look like a bad guy. I'll
come right out and say that I
completely agree with him.
There has been little evidence in
the past few years that the students and faculty here at BGSU
are good indications that this is
an institute of higher learning.
This article is pretty much an
indictment brought to you by a
student who rarely attends class,
an opinion editor and a professor. If you need proof of guilt,
read some of the responses to
articles in The News, or even
some of the original articles
themselves.
Does this bother you?
If it doesn't, then you've pret- ,'
ty much given some of us free j
reign to believe what I've wrjhfl
ten.
Here's the challenge BG:
Prove this skeptic wrong.
John Haynik is a guest columnist. He can be reached tit
jhaynik@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

website of the day

www.imdb.com
cient process, and we by
extension are inefficient
machines. It seems wasteful, but it's actually to our
benefit.

•j

Consider: your Geo Metro
doesn't run at full efficiency
when you're tooling down
Main Street at 40 mph. If it
did, you'd be getting maximum power in that situation.
That's not much of a problem until you're trying to
access 1-75 and there's a
semi bearing down on you
at 70 mph. You're relying on
the fact that your car has
some reserved power to let
you accelerate, right?

by Jackie Martin
My high school theater
director's
mantra
was,
"Wasted time is lost time."
I'm inclined to agree, if
we're talking about 8:30
a.m. lectures that are duller
than
the
oatmeal
you
choked down before leaving
home. I have no tolerance
for other people wasting my
time, since there are myriad
activities I would rather do in
that temporal space.

But life is a highly ineffi-
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events

Thursday 2/25/99

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Assessment in Your Course

Sponsored by The Center for
Multicultural
&
Academic
Initiatives. For more information
contact cgill@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Campus Room. 3rd floor Union

To register or for more information, contact Geri Ludwig at
gludwig@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
419/372-6898 Student Union.
Alumni Room.

Ryan McWhorter

Freshman

Freshman

Meredith Diehl
Senior
Exercise Specialist
"Christian Alternative
because it has a cool
and funky beat."

ture, presents For more information contact the department at 419/372-0284. Pallister
Conference Room. Jerome
Library.

Michael

Jordan

and

Buy,
Sell,
Remodel?
Adding Value to Your

Oprah Winfrey as Popular
Culture
Dr. Angela Nelson, popular cul-

WEATHER
TOMORROW

Partly Cloudy.
HIGH: 45

1

or inadvertance
Example:
When
Nancy
noticed
her
name
spelled incorrectly in
the Daily Sun. she challenged their bevue and
demanded that they correct it.

\ thing is nght uben it lends lu
preserve the integrity, stability,
and beauty of the biota community It is uning ivben it tends olbertse

have

tough, wnnkled brown to gray skin
that

is

continuously

sloughed off

being

Hair is distnbutcd

sparselv over the bodV. With stiffl

Aldo Leopold A Sand County

manatee's face looks like a walrus

timanai

without tusks.
INDIAN

MANATEE

(Trichcchus manalus)

Manatees are herbivores but they
eat a great sanely of aquatic plant
species including water hyacinth

The West Indian or Florida manalee (and sometimes ailed ihe sea
cow) is found primarily along the

Bevue comes
from the
Latin
bis,
meaning
twice, and vue [veue] ,
meaning sight or view.

These -gentle giants"

whiskers around its mouth, the

WEST

coast of Florida

Most aduli mana-

tees arc about 10 feet long and
weigh

800

to

1.200

pounds,

although some larger than 12 feel

have

been

shake my booty to.'

and the low bass are
contagious."

• People on the street is intended as an unscientific sample ol the student population Anyone
desperately hoping to be in this feature may lind it profitable to hang around the student union
around, say seven-ish. But you didn't hear it here

and hydrilla.

recorded

54 Religious dread
57 Hit on the head
58
60
61
62

Manatees must cat

four to five percent of their body
weight each day That's at least }2
pounds ofplants per dav for an 800
pound manatee. To do this, they
spend five to eight hours a day eat
ing.

63 Future plant
64 Lifetimes
65 Affirmative
responses

21 Greased up
22 Contemptuous
expression

DOWN
1 Jack's lote
2 Pisa's river

23 Soprano Renala
25 Surrenders by
treaty
26 Asian capital

3 Dark wine
4 Function
5 Like effcient
exercise
6 Total

28
30
34
37

Eliz. Ms son
Cold War divider
Lower digit
Hawaiian
garlands
38 "Lamia* poet

41 PartofE.T.
43 Prescribed

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24

amount
44 Corridors

26 Hawaiian city
27 Neighborhood

45 City west of
Venice
48 Astounding
52 Spiral-homed

29 Sibilant sound
31 Hawaiian
instruments

39 Expose
40 Sculling
instrument

Campus

Doled (out)
Imply
Signal for help
Rocks
Jabbed
See eye to eye
Serengeli plaints
By way of
Glance over
Millennia

53 Eatery

Think Tank
Melanin Flow: Celebrating
Brotherhood and Sisterhood .
For more information contact
the Board of Black Cultural
Activities or skhoapa@bgnet.
bgsu.edu. Amani Room.

Crusade

for

Christ Lecture
1

1

4

'

»

42 Dry

43 Immersed

55 Grow less
56 Comes to a
conclusion
58 Fan-ow of
"Rosemary's
Baby"
59 Galena or
mispickel

'
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M
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41
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52
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tor the answers, look on tne
web www bgnews com

PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS is intended as a
source of non-vital information
as well
as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today's
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed
nere are
real;
names have
been
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting.
Complaints, comments, idea6, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted: please deposit in 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose material is worthy
will get to see it in print ... such reward.

TV GUIDE SECTION
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 25,1999
77(MT
—I 6M I ~673<r
7:30
BROADCAST

O)
Computr Chro.

©
03
CD

I

■ IWJJJW [#:«■ f r ■» i r*:«

8:30

Diagnosis Murder NevetSayDie

ABC Wld News

Ent. Tonight

Hollywood So,

Vengeance Unlimited T nends" IB Movie:..« •W«imgloExr«le-(1995.Drama)Wn«rieyHouaon X

NBCn

Grace Under

Frailer 11

Friends I

Business Rot.

Turke In the Fracas" (In Stereo) X 41 Hours "Obsessed" (inSterao)

□MM (In Stereo) Frasler Decoys" IVeronlcs's Cl.

Newshour With Jim Lenrer X

BailyUeaangel Amongst Friends"

Arthur I

Boc* ol Virtues

this Old House [Yankee Shop

Home improve. |Med About You

Seinfeld X

Friends I

Surviving the Moment ol Impact 3 Shocking Behavior

(5 001 Showbii Collection

CABLE

I Simpsons X

* Houet

IFmHJne(R)

"Heal ot the Sun" X
Myataryl "Heat ol the Sun" X

IFriendtX-

IFreelerl

Dally Show (R)

IStein'. Money

Wild Discovery: Jurassic

late Shows:
Nightllne.%

ER "Middle ol Nowhere" (In Stereo)

KweX

Scottish Fiddle Orchestra

Chants Roee (In Stereo) X

Crown A Country I

Waning lor Ood ICharlie Aoee"x"

Si

INewsradioI-

Pocket Watches

STATIONS
i "Cl9opalra"(t934. Drama) CUudetle Colbert.

COM Saturday faght Live X
DISC

8:00

Jeopardy! X

elewshour With Jim lehrer X

SimpeonaX

AMC

I

STATIONS
LbS newt
Wheel-fortune

Simpsons X

Tonight Show

Jerry Springe?

Pocket Watches

Movis: "Escape From A*ars"(t999, Science Fiction) Chnsone Ease. I

Movie:... Oopara'lioea, Drama) Eluabeth Taylor. I

I News

ISportsTVDet." Friend. I

iFraalerl

a Burton, Re< Harrison An account ol Ihe Egypbsn queen's liege love aflair.

Movie: ..'1 "MealOa«-(i979.Con^)BwMurriy.HajveyAlkln.

Paula Poundeton.

Deny Show

Titanic: Untold Stories (R)

wBmmSSSW

Titanic: Untold Stories (R)

IsdenceMyatariea

FAM

NewAddama

HBO

(S:X) Movie: «*"i Tung Kong" (.1976. Fantasy) Jell Bridges. PG' X

Show-Funny

HIST Armada (R) (Part 2 ol 3)

j Show-Funny

NewAddama

Use, Camera

lute, Camera

Real Sporta (R) (in Stereo) X

20th Century "Detectives ol Death" Asteroids! (R) I

North and South (Part 6 ol 6)

wBsnsRsw

msmmw

WOOgarettea

Ceisfcrtty Death

Celebrity Death

Blame Game

Sports News

Cortege Baaketball Arizona at Caktomia (Live)

Countdown

Cut (In Steieo)

Beevia-Butt

Sid S Oily

SC

Last Word

Sports News

Cave

NBA Basketball ndiana Pacers at Cleveland CavaHrs. From Gund Arena (Live)

SCIFI Quantum Leap (In Steieo) X

[Video Cliches

Amazing Stones Star Trek "Obsession" I

[Tom Green (R)

Movie:.. The Beasr(1996. Horror) William Peterson. Karen BE

TLC

Home Again (R) IHone Again (R) 41 Hours Parents as sp*js (R)

MerJkel Detect

TNT

Due South "Seeing Is Believing" X ER "Days l*e This" (In Stereo) I

Movie:.. K "This Soy's We" (1993) A lebellious boy locks horns with his stepfather.

TOON Batman: Seriea |ScoobyDoo
USA Hercules: Legendary Jrnys
VHt

Before They Were Rock Stars |R|

ifaslmenaaca

[DexteraLab

Johnny Bravo

[Without Wani~ Vietnam: The Soldiers' Story (R)

[Cow I Chicken

BugalDatty

|Tom end Jerry

(Vietnam: The Soldiers' Story (R)

[FHntstonesI

ScoobyDoo

Movie:...ii TheNa«edGun"(i988. Comedy)Leske Nielsen I

Belore They Were Rock Stars III

Where Are They Now? (In Stereo) {Legends -Queen" (R) (In Stereo)

j .iiirfrWif^*16 t'*p"-

[Twilight Zone X IStar Trek X
Medical Detect

Johnny Bravo

3 - $1000 Scholarships
The scholarship is for rising Senior
students with extreme financial need.
Anyone Graduating in 2000 may apply.

LovMlne

Without Warn

ESn Tn»Confessions"(1981, Drama)

Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker, Texas Ranger (ki Stereo)
House olBluae | Sat Night Fevr

Reel Sei 22 (R) (In Stereo) I

Suicide Mission.

MTV

Say What?

700 Club

Movie:.. •t^flelal«r(i997.Drama)Jame»BaluaN.'R'I

Scholarship Applications

[Stein's Money

Movie: 'Anoca.ypse Atar"|i979) Francis Ford Coppola's surreal drama ol the Vietnam War. [Movie: **", SchcotDaze'{\9SS) Uny Fishbume
ENC Movie:.... "TheConversa/orf (1974, Drama) Gene Hackman X
Sportscenter
College Basketball Purdue at Minnesota. (Live)
ESPN Up Close
[College Baaketball: Cincinnati at South Florida. (uvo)
[Sportscenter I

|Cow 4 Chicken

The applications will be available in these locations:
, • Office of Financial Aiil
• Milt-ti Alumni
♦ College Offices

r York Undercover (In Stereo)
Rock'n'Rol

[PorMlp Video

''!

i

?7

30

41,

■7

|22

fl .'*

40

Unchallenged
Sock hop
Chop into tiny bits
Quindlen and
Paquin
51 Last letter

»

|2t

45 Rio Grande
feeder
46
47
49
50

1r

7

;

HI

1'

34 Follows too
closely
35 Spoken
36 Sea shockers
39 Husk of grain
41 Ugly character

32 Studying for
finals
33 Black goo

antelope

•source: ivnivfws.gov

St. Paul resident
Fairy-tale opener
Earty Peruvian
Prevailing fide

8 p.m.

7 -10 p.m.

It

ACROSS
New Guinea

Sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ. Grand Ballroom,
Union.

use as a hands-on investor with
this informative seminar on
adding amenities to add value
to your home. Fee $30. Contact
Continuing
Education.
International
&
Summer
Programs at 419/372-8181. 2
College Park. BGSU

1

16 Fast-food option
17 Stimulates to
action
19 Gumbo veggie
20 London W.C.

and weighing as much as 3.500
pounds

"Anything I can

"R and B - the beat

Put the principles and practices
of a real estate professional to

10 Train to box
14 Originate
15 Roman tyrant

by P*J KhtxMnen

error due to ignorance

Psychology

Elementary Ed.

Home

6 Gremlins

LOW: 28

bevue
/bay-voo/* (noun) an

Sophomore

Senior

CROSSWORD
LOW: 29

Tosha Brown

Tiffany Hesson

daily

Cloudy.

can feel the groove1'

can get down!"

In the process, we may
lose time that could be used
for academic minutiae, but
we're saving our sanity and
taking time to live. In the
end, it's just a matter of priority: when you're "wasting
time," what's it being stolen
from, and what are you
gaining?

6 - 8 p.m.

12:30 p.m.

TODAY

Business
"Rap. because you

Rap. because you

We delay resuming our
drudgery to linger over
mediocre dining hall dinners, mocking the interminable Jewel songs or
sorting through table tents
for signs of intelligence. We
stop to chat when we know
we "should" be diligently
poring through research
databases.

2:30 - 3:45 p.m.

Faculty Scholar Series

HIGH: 36

Andrew Tartara

IPC

Program w* feature paper presentations by Drs. Elaine J.
Colprit, Joyce Eastlund Gromko
and Richdrd Kennell. Free.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

Using Performance-Based

"Africa in North America"

What kind of music
do you like to dance
to and why?

All these campus events and more can be found on the University website: www.evente.bgsu.edu.

11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

La Mesa Oblicua Lecture

on the street

We instinctively know this,
and act accordingly. In the
extreme case, we schedule
leisure time, but more frequently, we rebel in small
ways against the pressure
to
make
each
waking
moment quantifiably productive.

It's the same thing in life.
If we always operated at
maximum efficiency, with
every spare minute spent in
an academically profitable
way, what would we do at
midterms? Working continuously throughout the term
may save a little cram time,
but then you never get that
sense of reprieve. You
never get to change gears
and let the engine slow
down.

As far as wasting one's
own time, we college students seem to have that one
down cold. After all, how
often do you hear retrospective laments about time
spent at e-mail stations,
watching Simpsons reruns
or playing Nintendo games
rather than polishing a project or reviewing notes?

PEOPLE

Sponsored by Senior Advisory Council
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Editor-in-Chief,
The BG NewS,
Mike Wendling
call: 372-6966

World &Nation C?

Killer
to
be
sentenced
in
Jasper
Eye on
The Associated Press

news

ompiled from staff and wire reports

I CUSTODY
Children returned to adoptive mother
DAYTON (AP) — A judge said Tuesday a woman can regain custody of four children who were taken away from her after four other
youngsters were suffocated over a seven-month span while in her
care.
Prosecutors and attorneys for the family of Regina Moreland
agreed that
Moreland's
three adopted children and a granddaughter will be returned to her custody. Juvenile Court Judge
Michael Murphy said. The children have been in foster care about
eight months.
A coroner ruled that the deaths of the four children — ages 1 to 3
were homicides by suffocation. Environmental causes such as carbon
monoxide poisoning were ruled out.
Police have said a child in the family may have been involved, but
no charges have been filed, and the judge said no such evidence was
presented to him.
The judge said psychological tests on Mrs. Moreland and the surviving children — ages 7, 8,11 and 12 — showed "this was the most
reasonable and logical resolution of this matter."
Murphy said that the four children will be returned to Mrs. Moreland as soon as possible but that some restrictions will be placed on
the arrangement. Details are being worked out, he said.
Moreland and prosecutor Jim Cole had no comment.
Moreland was the grandmother of three of the children who
died and a great-aunt of the lourth.
Her husband, Phillip, killed himself last March by swallowing a
handful of antidepressants, and her daughter Jamila was killed in a
car crash.

JASPER, Texas — A white
man convicted of dragging a
black man to death will probably
cling to his racist beliefs and
could lash out violently again, a
psychiatrist Wednesday told the
jury that will decide whether the
defendant should live or die.
Other prosecution witnesses
said John William King, the
white supremacist convicted
Tuesday in the slaying of James
Byrd Jr. last June, acted up in jail
by threatening to assault a police
investigator and smashing a TV
set.
A defense expert, however,
said a life sentence would be
appropriate for the 24-year-old
former laborer.
Dr. Walter Quijano, a former
chief psychologist for the Texas
prison system now in private
practice, said he based that conclusion on King's lack of drug
use and the fact he used no
weapons
during
previous
crimes.

In Texas, a person serving a
life sentence cannot become eligible for parole for at least 40
years.
"The probability of people at
age 64 committing violence is
very low," Quijano said.
A bailiff said King fell asleep
during Quijano's testimony.
King was sitting at the defense
table, his head.in his hand, when
he apparently drifted off for a
few minutes.
Dr. Edward Gripon, a forensic
psychiatrist who testified for the
prosecution after reviewing
King's writings and photographs of his racist tattoos,
said he doubts King will shake
his beliefs.
"Anyone who has white
supremacist or any other kind of
racist feelings, if they are heavily
invested in that kind of ideology,
it's not going to just go away,"
Gripon said.
The psychiatrist also said: "I
feel he would pose a continued

threat for future acts of violence."

The jury probably will be
$iven the case on Thursday.

Microsoft denies attempt to sabotage Apple
net

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — A Microsoft engineer
rejected a courtroom claim by Apple Computer that Microsoft tried to sabotage
Eric Engstrom also argued forcefully that
proposals to cooperate with Apple on Inter-

video and audio software stemmed from

puler makers.

Microsoft's desire to help frustrated customers, not from a desire to eliminate com-

Kempin, who refuses all press interviews
and

isn't

widely

known even within

petition.
Later Wednesday, the government began

Apple's multimedia software.

Skoqiund

Associated Press Photo

Convicted killer John William King (left) is escorted into the
Jasper Co. Courthouse tor the punishment phase of his trial
Wednesday■

questioning Joachim Kempin, the senior

Microsoft, has argued that the company
allows computer makers to install whatever

Microsoft executive responsible for the com-

rival software they choose and to make it

pany's business deals with the nation's com-

easily accessible for consumers.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Under construction for Fall 1999
2 New Buildings

Reality Under Siege
Now through May 2, 1999

GREEN BRIAR, INC.

Club House, Pool, and Courtesy Guard

Campbell Hill Apartments318 Campbell Hill Rd.- Buildings F & G
BRAND NEW!!

Now Leasing
2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
August 1999
1 bedroom apartment
available for summer

e Toledo Museum of Art

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman

Tickets $3 with student 1.0.
2445 Monroe Street at Scottwood
Call 1-888-763-7486 for tickets.
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
• A/C

Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts...

• Newly remodled with

...Get Them
While They Last!

ftiteEBttWfifiWMW

We Offer:
[lent entry level pay
^/$9.50 per hour,
■ earn up to
_v 13.45 per hour
progression! ~

I' uII time benefits for part
time work!
Advancement opportunities!
Holidays and weekends off!

dnight Shift Bonus: $2000 Tuition
Reimbursement

United Parcel Service
If yoa're interested in staying in shape,
join us and work out while you work.

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

v.;*- ■f5.jre*-,-24l

$975.00/mo.
$790.00/mo.

eed Help Paying Off
Spring Break Bills?
S has your solution

United Parcel Service Is a Global, Fortune 500 company
that is considered in the industry the leader in package
distribution. We are currently looking for permanent
part-time employees who are interested in working fronw
to yhours per day.

fire places available
• 4 or 5 person
• Starting at $775.00

Checkout our Website for a
complete listing of all our
properties.
www.wcnet.org/--gbrental

3 bedroom, furnished (limit 5)
2 bedroom, furnished (limit 4)
'Leases 9 1/2 mos. & tenants pay all utilities

354-3533

rh*«rf*WloniM»ar»*rUf<1t*«r Vr»Wto^W«B^0f Art.NDm*»nptorvMl§»criji«ty M
*/*! n lupporM bv s f*rt tram IN- National Fntfawrrwnt I or U» Am. • i*d*rM affney
.—^

*u
O
O
jj-,

All units have dishwashers, garbage disposals,
air conditioning, and washer and dryer hookups.

(419
*Must be aW

-6820

PPPrtTie "Essential Job Function"
is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Berry at peace before death
•

my soul."
"He has opened my heart and
let me hear the words of love
from my family and friend. The
All Mighty has given me peace
and serenity in my final hours.
For all of this I sing praises to the

The=r-.
Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Wilford Berry
Jr. wrote the day before his death
that God had given him peace
and serenity for his final hours, a
public defender said Wednesday
at his funeral.
"Praise be to the All Mighty
for his forgiveness of me as a sinner," Berry wrote, "lie has
power to comfort and sooth (sic)
my soul that cries in pain. The
All Mighty hears my cries and
hears my prayers and listens to

Lord."
Berry, 36, died by letli.il injection Friday at the Southern Ohio
Correctional
Facility
near
Lucasville for the Dec' I, 1989,
killing of Cleveland baker
Charles Mitrofl. He was known
as "The Volunteer" because he
waived appeals that would have

prolonged his life.
Public Defender Cynthia Yost,
who spent much of Friday with
Berry, read at the funeral "Wilford's Psalm," the six-sentence
statement which she helped him
write.
Yost described Berrv as being
"mad at the world" when she
was first assigned to his case in
1992.
"At the end, he was a friend at
peace with himself," said Yost,
who spent much of Friday with
Berry.
The remains of Berry, who

Cigarettes heading to court again
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — The tobacco
industry is under attack on yet
another legal front: Unions are
suing for billion of dollars to
recover the costs of treating sick
smokers.
The first of more than a
dozen such lawsuits went to
trial in federal court this week
in Akron, Ohio, with 114 Ohio
union health funds demanding
$2 billion and accusing Big
Tobacco of using images like
Joe Camel and the Marlboro
Man to sell cigarettes to lesseducated, blue-collar workers.
"The tobacco industry was
aware that people with lower
incomes and less education are
more susceptible to the advertising," said Mike Wit he v. an
attorney for the plaintiffs.
The health funds in the 1997
class-action suit are led by iron
Workers Local Union No. 17
Insurance Fund.
The tobacco companies contend there is nothing illegal
about their advertising. How-

ever, one defendant, the Liggett
Group, an industry maverick,
settled and plans to cooperate
with the unions' case.
Over the years, plaintiffs
suing the tobacco industry have
run the gamut: flight attendants;
the
nations
of
Guatemala,
Panama
and
Bolivia; a pediatrician with
emphysema who is a lead
plaintiff in a $200 billion classaction suit on behalf of Florida
smokers.
Union health plans are part
of a ring of plaintiffs that some
call "secondhand entities" —
organizations or governments
that claim financial damage, as
opposed to individual smokers
claiming cigarettes made them
sick.
So far, the union cases have
been largely unsuccessful. Nine
have been thrown out, with
some judges saying the unions
have no legal standing unless
they file separate lawsuits on
behalf of every smoker.
"These claims are too
remote. They've been a
resounding
failure,"
said

Steven Rissman, assistant general counsel for Philip Morris.
"Akron is certainly an aberration. We're not concerned about
floodgates."
Nonetheless, a victory in
Ohio "would clearly break new
ground," said Richard Daynard, chairman of the anti-cigarette Tobacco Products Liability
Project at Northeastern University in Boston.
Because last year's $246 billion settlement with the states
immunized companies from
individual states' lawsuits, he
said, many thought the industry "would be basically home
free."
"It's now apparent that
they're far from it," Daynard
said. "If they settle this, they're
in very bad shape," because
"presumably you have other
health-care providers in the
wings. If they lose, they're in
even worse shape because
they've proven to people
there's no reason these suits
can't win."

was cremated Monday, were in
small, rectangular bo* at the
front of the Broad Street Presbyterian Church on top of a wooden pedestal.
To the right were five pictures
of him on a wooden table showing him from the time he was ■>
child through adulthood. The
pictures were surrounded by
four pots of flowers and plants.
About 80 people said prayers
and sang songs during the onehour service. His mother, Jennie
Franklin, and sister, Elaine
Quigley, both of whom fought

his wishes to die, did not attend.
The Rev. David Van Dyke said
Berry was asked before his death
if he wanted a service.
He simply said, "That sounds
nice," Van Dyke said.
Berry's
life
should
be
"lamented because it is disturbing at every possible level," Van
Dyke said.
He said Berry was mocked .is
a child because of a speech
impediment and crossed eyes.
Then he was abused sexually,
physically and mentally. The last
time he saw his lather, his father

held a knife to Berry and other
family members, Van Dyke said.
I tearing the details that was
the horror ol his life makes your
heart break," Van Dyke s.ud.
Berry became a changed person, despite the crime he committed, Van l)\ ke ••.iid
"Through it all, in spile of it
.ill, he was .i better person than
the world will ever know," Van
Dyke said. "Though the world
remained angry with him, he
was no longer angry at the
world."

Hussein wants revenge
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON —President
Clinton accused Saddam Hussein of provoking near-daily
skirmishes over Iraq in hopes of
downing a U.S. warplane and
scoring "a symbolic victory." He
said the gamble is costing Iraq
heavily in military losses.
"I regret this," the president
said Wednesday. "I wish he
would stop doing that" and,
instead, allow U.N. inspectors to
resume their weapons checks in
Iraq.
The president spoke at an
abbreviated news conference
with visiting President Jerry
Rawlings of Ghana on a day
when U.S. warplanes patrolling
the flight-interdiction zone in
southern Iraq attacked three air
defense sites in response to what
U.S. officials called Iraqi provocations.
"The no-fly /one has to be
patrolled," the president said.
In Clinton's second meeting
with reporters in five days, he
was asked about strained relations with Republicans in Congress after their failed effort to

force him from office in an
impeachment trial. The top GOP
leaders in Congress, alter meeting with the president on Tuesday, would not say they trust
him.
"Their feelings are not important here, just like my feelings
are not important," the president
said. "We have an oath to fulfill,
a responsibility to fulfill. We
were hired to do the public's
business, and they expect us to
do it."
He said both sides should
focus on "doing our duty and
not on whether we're mad or
happy, disappointed or elated
about the events of the last year."

Clinton said Iraq is "trying
obviously for the symbolic victory of shooting one of these
planes down, and perhaps trying
to intimidate us from enforcing
the no-fly /one, which we're still
bound to do under the United
Nations resolutions."
The rules of engagement "permit

us to take out the air

defense," Clinton said. "And we
have done quite a lot of it." By
some accounts, Iraq has suffered
more damage in the daily skir-

Tensions with Iraq have been

mishes than it did in four days of

escalating since mid-December

attacks in December, Clinton

when U.S. and British forces

said, although he said the indi-

struck in retaliation for Iraq's

vidual encounters have been

refusal to cooperate with U.N.

"relatively small."

inspectors. Ivor since January,
"I wish he (Saddam) would

incidents have occurred almost
daily in which U.S. planes have

make an agreement with the

fired on Iraqi anti-aircraft batter-

United nations to let the inspec-

ies that targeted them.

tions go back," Clinton said.

'TffiuWfjfJtfv^^

UNIVERSITYHONDA

ANNOUNCES A SPECIAL 4 HOUR SALE EXCLUSIVELY FOR

BGSU FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS
We are over-loaded with brand new 1999 Honda products. We have reached the point where
we are running out of parking space!! We MUST SELL 20 NEW CARS in this special 4
HOUR SALE. To do this we have cut our prices to ridiculously low levels.

•ACCORD IX 4 cyl SEDANS

$100 over factory invoice

SAM'. S2.297

•CIVIC l)\ & EX COUPES

SI00 over factory invoice

SAVE up to $1,469

•PASSPORT I.XWs

$100 over factory invoice

SAM-. $2,796

•PRELUDES

$100 over factory invoice

SANK $2,412

•ACCORD I.X 4cyl SEDANS

$400 over factory invoice

SAVE $1,717

CIVIC SEDANS

S400 over factory invoice

SAVE up to $1,294

These prices are good tor cars IN STOCK ONLY and for only the duration of the 4 HOUR SALE.
There will be no test drives during this sale - see us during the week to drive your favorite car.

These prices WILL go up significantly on March 1.1999!
WHERE: UNIVERSITYHONDA
1019 N. MAIN STREET
WHEN:

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1999
12 NOON TO 4:00 PM

This offer is exclusively for BGSU FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENTS.
This is your opportunity to buy or lease the highest resale value cars sold in
Bowling Green at unheard of prices.

BLACK & WHITE COPIES

FULL-COLOR COPIES
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Austria avalanche efforts begin
The Associated Press
LANDECK, Austria — Convoys of helicopters rescued
stranded tourists in western
Austria and another killer
avalanche
brought
new
heartache Wednesday, striking
just miles from where rescuers
were digging for victims of
Europe's worst snowslide this
winter.
The latest torrent of snow —
three stories high and 600 feet
wide — smashed into the town
of Valzur, where two people
were killed and two survivors
were pulled from the snow and
debris.
The Austria Press Agency said
five people were missing. However, hopes were fading early
Thursday of finding survivors.
Seven miles away, in Galtuer,
the death toll rose to 16 and rescuers searched for 15 others still
believed buried by an avalanche
on Tuesday.
"This is a catastrophe such as
we have not had for centuries,"
said Wendelin Weingartner, governor of Tyrol province in westem Austria.

Authorities said among the
dead in Galtuer were eight Germans, including two children,
two Danes and six Austrians —
all residents of the village of 700.
More than 60 people across
Europe have died in avalanches
so far this year as the area
endures its heaviest snows in
decades. In Chamonix, France,
12 people were killed in an
avalanche earlier this month.
Austrian television showed
scores of rescuers using long
metal probes to detect survivors.
But they have so far been unsuccessful, despite the use of
avalanche dogs trained to locate
people buried under masses of
snow.
The huge wave of snow
crushed cars and hurled them
across the village. The snow and
ice cleanly sliced the top off of
one house like a razor blade.
Rescue squads couldn't reach
the winter sports resort of
Galtuer until Wednesday morning due to bad weather and
roads
blocked
by
earlier
avalanches. The government
began an airbridge between Landeck and Galtuer at first light

Wednesday.
A steady stream of helicopters
landing and taking off from the
Pontlatz Austrian army base
took rescuers into Galtuer and by
afternoon, soldiers in Landeck
were quickly loading the choppers with pallets of fresh fruits,
vegetables and other foodstuffs.
Survivors and tourists were
flown out on the return leg.
Many of the people arriving
refused to talk to reporters. Some
had tears in their eyes, others
looked relieved and a fewdescribed digging in the snow in
search of victims.
"My husband and I raced out
and found two small children in
the snow They were probably
dead," said a Belgian woman
who gave her name only as
Anita. Authorities never told her
whether the children survived or
not.
Sigrid Kunz of Marburg, Germany, arrived with her daughter
and husband after spending the
night in a hotel basement, lest
another
"once-in-a-cenlury"
avalanche hit Galtuer.
"1 thought it was just a
storm," said Hanno Heinz, 17,

from Radstadt, Austria. He said
the snow came with such force
that it blew open the hinged windows of the guesthouse, dumping 4 inches of snow on the floor.
About 1,000 people, most of
them tourists, were evacuated
Wednesday before bad weather
and darkness stopped the flights.
Heavy snow began to fall again
late Wednesday. Six U.S. Army
Blackhawk helicopters arrived in
Landeck by nightfall but could
not continue to Galtuer.
Weingartner said
rescue
efforts on the ground would continue around the clock.
The Galtuer avalanche was
the worst in Austria since January 1954, when 56 people were
killed in Blons, a town in neighboring Vorarlberg province.
In Switzerland, a brief
improvement in the weather
allowed helicopters to move
Associated Press Photo
some 4,000 people out of areas Rescue workers search for avalanche victims in Wednesday
cut off by snow. But another Austria's western Tyrol r escort of Galtuer,which was hit by an
100,000 were still stranded. The avalanche late Tuesday.
Swiss air force said it had 32 helicopters working, mostly taking was found 300 yards below the land, found the eighth and ninth
supplies into the affected areas.
remains of a farmhouse at Bris- victims
Wednesday
from
The body of a 42-year-old man ten, Switzerland, police said, avalanches on Sunday; one perkilled by an avalanche Tuesday Rescuers in Evolene, Switzer- son was still missing.

Senate votes to boost military pay by 4.6 percent
billion over live years.
"That is not the message we want to
send to the American people," Graham
said, warning it would start the United
States "down the slippery slope to more
deficits."
He proposed reinstating a series of
taxes that had lapsed, two dealing with
the environmental Supertund cleanup
program, another dealing with oil spills
and one having to do with the reporting
of foreign tax credits.
But the 80 to 20 procedural vote kept
the Senate from even taking up Graham's proposal.
After the initial 4.8 percent increase
under the legislation, service members
would get additional raises in subsequent years of 0.5 percentage point
above the rate of inflation. Clinton's
measure calls for an initial 4.4 percent
increase next Jan. 1, to be followed by
3.9 percent increases in each of the next
four years.
Under the Senate legislation, in the

itary with less and less. It would be
insanity for us not to do this bill, and do
WASHINGTON — The Senate voted it now."
overwhelmingly Wednesday to give the
The package, which now goes to the
nation's military the biggest benefits House, would also boost retirement and
increase since the early 1980s, including educational benefits under the GI bill.
an across-the-board 4.8 percent payDemocrats tried to get the Senate to
increase with further boosts in future consider a series of taxes to pay for the
years.
measure, but were turned back on an
The pay raise for the nation's 1.4 mil- 80-20 procedural vote. They then lined
lion active-duty military is half a per- up with Republicans in support of the
centage point more generous than one overall measure.
proposed earlier this month by PresiThe pay increase, which would take
dent Clinton. It was approved 91-8.
effect next Jan. 1 for the nation's 1.4 milRepublican leaders said they wanted lion active-duty military, is about half a
the first Senate bill passed this year to percentage point higher than a military
telegraph support for U.S. troops, par- pay increase President Clinton proticularly in light of a possible new posed in the fiscal 2000 budget he subdeployment to Kosovo — even if it was- mitted earlier this month.
n't known exactly how the package
That could cost at least $7 billion
would be financed.
more over five years than the package
"This is the right way to begin this Clinton proposed. Sen. Bob Graham, Dyear," said Senate Majority Leader Trent Fla., complained that the added cost
Loll, R-Miss. "It comes at a time when could rise to $16.5 billion over 10 years.
we're asking more and more of our mil- The Clinton plan itself would cost $35
The Associated Press

hrsl war, a private with two years of
service would see his or her basicmonthly pay increase trom S1.076 to
$1,128.
But the measure also contains a
sweetener provision that allows even
higher increases — up to 10.3 percent —
for mid-career officers the military particularly warns to retain. An officer who
had reached the rank of major in 10
years, for instance, could see his or her
monthly basic pay increase to as much
as $4,252.
Voting no on the final bill were five
Democrats and three Republicans: Sens.
Christopher Dodd, D-Conn.; Richard
Durbin, D-lll.; Russell Feingold, D-Wis.;
Graham; Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn.;
Judd Gregg, R-N.H.; Don Nickles, ROkla.; and George Voinovich, R-Ohio.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y,
did not vote.
Sen. John Warner, R-Va., chairman of

Check out our BEST two bedroom apartments...
ASHDON APARTMENTS
850 Scott Hamilton Dr.
Get a deluxe, fully furnished apartment at a great price!
The ASHDON APARTMENTS can easily accommodate up to four people and have been
totally renowned with neu» carpet, linoleum, blinds & fresh paint.
Huge rooms. Large storage closets. Central air. Private Parking. On-site laundry
$600/month
Tenants pay electric only!'.'
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^Skirts;

AND

GALACTIC
TAN
PRESENT

Come see who will win the
1 week trip for four to Islamorada Fl.
In the Florida Keys March 6-13
Plus $500 spending cash.
Doors open at 7:00 / Contest starts at 11:30 p.m.
532 E. Wooster
For details call Mark's Pub
Wednesday

Thursday

Phishin
with
Dave

Spring Break
Beach Party

Monday
Nitro

NIGHT
Shot Specials

needed increases for the nation's military, even though "this is an extremelv
expensive bill and it has not been paid
for."
The legislation would also;
—Allow military personnel to retire
at 50 percent pay after 20 years service.

12
SENATOR AT LARGE REPRESENTATIVES

12
OFF-CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES

Import Specials
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Frozen Tropical
Drink Specials
Daiquiri's
Rum Runners
Pina Colada
Sex on the Beach
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ACADEMIC COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES

Petitions & Rules Available at
404 Student Services,
^m^mmr Due by
Friday, February 26, 1999

Campaigning starts
March 1st
352-2447

HAPPY HOUR MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7:00-9:00

YAAAH/

Committee, said the measure provided

18

Don'f waste your time looking af apartments that can't compare...
Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third Street, Suite 4. BG • 352-4380

50 cent Drafts
$1.00 Shots

senior Democrat on the Armed Services

USG ELECTIONS

aragement

Tuesday

Sen. Carl Levin of Michigan, the

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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Monday

the Senate Armed Services Committee,
said that even though the bill was costly, it would "send a signal to the men
and women of the armed services that
this is the type of priority that we attach
to their pay, retirement and other benefits."

Fri/Sat

Mandatory Meeting
Monday, March 1st

Draft
Specials

For more information
call 372-8116
osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn
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Thursday, February 25, 1999

HISTORY
( ohtinued Irom p.ijjc one.
department," Buss said. "We
work very closely with the
deportment and currently provide an undergraduate student
voice within the history department. Our second goal is to lend
aid to those students 'who have
chosen a career in historv."
Although the society is just
starting up, the officers already
have big plans for events for the
society and have already implemented most.
"Last semester we received a
behind-the-scenes tour of the
Hayes Presidential Center in Fremont, and (we) also went to the
Soul of Africa exhibit at the Toledo Art Museum," Buss said.
Another event that the society
offers is an historical film series.
This series consists of two historically-geared movies per month.
Genetin-Pilawa encourages students to attend because the society offers a "variety of historical
movies."
The society also has plans in
the works for other events and
programs. One program that the
society is working on is an informal tutoring program.

page 7.
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Poster Show

"We are currently working on
organizing a peer tutoring, program lor any student struggling
m ,1 history class," Buss said.
The society is also going to
lake a different twist on history
when they offer their first round
table discussion, "Music as History."
According to Buss, there are
currently 20-25 members in the
society, most being officers. The
meetings are usually informal
and are a chance to discuss what
is going on in the society and in
students' different history classes.
The next meeting is Mar. 3 at
9 p.m. in 141 Williams Hall. Buss
stressed that the society is not
only for history majors but for all
students.
"The society also includes officers who are journalism, secondary education and english
majors," he said. "Our only criteria for membership is that a student should have an interest in
history."

DANCERS
Continued from page one.
traditional Irish dance and
music. They will be performing
tvpical Irish dance movements.
Ending the day will be a concert of traditional Irish music
and dance starting at 8 p.m. in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Performers for the event will be
young students from the lloin/man School of Irish Dance, and
Marie Reilly, a young fiddler
from New York ( il\
"In general, students would
be most interested In the afternoon dance workshop and the

free concert in the evening,"
Long said.
Mick Moloney. who will also
be performing and lecturing during Ihe day, has been a musician
for 30 years. He hails Irom
Philadelphia and is a lolklorisl
who has written about IrishAmerican traditions.
Molonev is also famous for
taking Michael I'latlev, the man
responsible lor Riverdancc and
Lord of Ihe Dance, on his first
tour when he was only 17.
All activities for the day are
Iree, and anyone is welcome,
Long said

Do you sometimes get the
feeling that nothing makes sense?
Don't just read everything you believe

BG News Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER

Sheila Brown, interim assistant director of the center for Multicultural and Academic Initiatives, prints at the poster sale in the
forum of the Student Services building. The sale will continue through Friday.

AVIATION
Continued Irom page one.
world and il looks like that's going to continue."
Although the system is good, according to Martin, it is not pr feet.
"We have some problems," she said. "The way
our legal and political system is set up, we do have
some problems, but it's Ihe best system in Ihe
world."
Martin said that the discussion on aviation will
continue when John Goglia, who serves on the
board ol NTSB, will visit the University. She urges
students who are interested in aviation to come
and listen to bis speech which will be held Mar. 2

at 7:30 p.m. in 117 Olscamp I lall.

Opinions, Editorials, Letter* Every weekday, Page two in The BG News.
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Dean of Students finalists selected
Student life at North Dakota State University
Vice President for Student Affairs Ed
-Brian Lee Haynes, Assistant Vice
Whipple has announced finalists for the Chancellor for Student Life and Director
Assistant Vice President for Student of Minority Student Affairs at East CarAffairs and Dean of Students position.
olina University
The nationwide search is entering its
-Walter Kimbrough, Director of Stufinal phase, and five candidates will visit dent Activities and Leadership at Old
the campus between Feb. 28 and March Dominion University
24.
-David Stephen, Director of Residence
The successful candidate will succeed Life and Housing at the University of
Gregg DeCrane, who will retire in April.
Akron.
The candidates are:
The candidates will meet with student
-DeniseOttinger, Dean of Student Ser- affairs staff, various other University facvices at West Shore Community College ulty and staff, and students. A general
in Scottsville, Mich.
forum for the community to meet each
-Wanda Overland, Assistant Dean for candidate will also be held.
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MILLIONS OF THE BESTMINDS
IN AMERICA HAVE CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT SYSTEM
TIAA-CREF.
WTien it comes to planning a comfortable future, America's

largest stock account in the world (based on assets under management).

best and brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF. With

Today, TIAA-CREF can helpyou achieve even more of your

over $200 billion in assets under management, we're the world's

financial goals. From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to mutual

largest retirement system, the nation's leader in customer satisfac-

funds, you'll find the flexibility and choice you need, backed

tion,0 and the overwhelming choice of people in education, research,

by a proven history of performance, remarkably low expenses, and

and related fields.

peerless commitment to personal service.
Find Out For Yourself

Now You Can Join Too
For 80years, TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions to

To learn more about the world's premier retirement organization,

America's long-term planning needs. We pioneered the portable

talk to one of our retirement planning experts at I 877 ARP-OHIO.

pension, invented the variable annuity, and popularized the very

Or better still, speak to one of your colleagues. Find out why, when

concept of stock investing for retirement. In fact, we manage the

it comes to planning for tomorrow, great minds think alike.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
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Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Falcons capture road win against Herd
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
HUNTINGTON, W.Va
Anthony Stacey wasn't paying
attention.
The Bowling Green junior forward ignored the screaming
5,698 Marshall fans to score 26
points and lead the Falcons to a
close 78-72 win over Thundering
Herd.

"That's what I'm supposed to
do," Stacey said. "My teammates
expect me to hit those shots."
Stacey nailed a 3-pointer with
3:58 left that gave the Falcons a
68-66 lead they would not give
up.
But the victory was shortly
celebrated with news that BG
(17-9 overall, 12-6 Mid-American
Conference) will have to travel to
Akron (18-8 overall, 12-6 Mid-

American Conference) Saturday
for a first round game with the
Zips.
Still the road win over Marshall kept the Falcons from traveling to Kent of Miami.
"We had to be tough and hang
in there," BG coach Dan Dakich
said. "Stacey was tremendous
and when we need it, he was
there."
With 53 seconds remaining.

BG's Dave Esterkamp sunk a
jumpshot that broke a 72-72
game. He finished with 14
points.
On the ensuing Marshall possession and with 19 ticks left,
Carlton King missed a 3-pointer.
Stacey grabbed the rebound,
and Falcon freshman Graham
Bunn hit both ends of a one-andone to steal the win.
"It's the end of the game situ-

ation," senior center Kirk Cowan
said. "That's what he's in there
for."
As a team, BG made 17 of 20
free throws and hit 7 of 7 in the
second half.
But as the Falcons were draining foul shots, the Thundering
Herd countered with 3-point
bombs to keep the game close.
Cornelius Jackson hit five of
seven behind the arc and fin-

ished with
18 points.
Jackson
hit a jumper
with
2:03
remaining
to knot the
game at 70.
But the Falcons couni See HERD, page nine.

Win clinches 5th seed
Akron next stop in tournament
By G. MICHAEL
GRAHAM
The BG News

BG News Pholo/MTKE LEHMKUHLE

Anthony Stacey reaches for the basket in a game against Oakland. Stacy completed five of
six baskets at three point range last night.

HUNTINGTON, W.Va — He
said it last year. They were able
to accomplish it this year.
BG coach Dan Dakich is trying
to build a program that follows
big wins with even bigger wins.
The Falcons followed the big win
versus Miami Saturday with a
big 78-72 road win at Marshall's
Henderson Center, Wednesday.
The result is a 5th-seed trip to
Akron for the first round of the
MAC tournament Saturday at 3
p.m. Ohio defeated Akron to
take the third seed.
Akron
earned home seed in the tournament with a belter win percentage against four tournament
teams.
"I thought through determination and a little bit of sense in
the way we played, we were able
to win a difficult basketball game
against what I think is a good
basketball team," Dakich said.
"A lot of times (when) you go in
to some Mid-American Conference arenas having come from
the Big 10, you're used to a really raucous deal particularly at

Slumping Lakers fire Del Harris
The Associated Press
INGLEWOOD, Calif
-In
with the Worm, and out with the
coach.
The slumping Los Angeles
Lakers, considered one of the
teams to beat in the NBA this
season, fired coach Del Harris on
Wednesday on the heels of three
road losses in as many days.
The move was announced
while Dennis Rodman, the
NBA's leading rebounder the
last seven seasons, was particiI paling in his first practice session
with the team after signing a
contract Tuesday.
Jerry West, the team's vice
-president of basketball operations, said that one of two assistants — Kurt Rambis or Larry
Drew — will succeed Harris for
at least the rest of the season.
West said longtime assistant
Bill Bertka will handle the head
.coaching duties Thursday night
against the winless Los Angeles
Clippers in Anaheim before a
decision is made on Drew or
Rambis, both former Lakers
players.
Wesf didn't say when a final
. decision would be made, and ■
;added he had not spoken to former Chicago Bulls coach Phil
.Jackson or anyone else because
^things happened so quickly.
West also pointed out the Lakers usually hire coaches from
within, and Harris said he hoped
Rambis or Drew would get the

ris said. "It's already an outstanding team. Forget 6-6. This
team is better than 6-6. 1 don't
have any excuses to make. This
team could go on a 10-game winning streak whether I was here
Del Harris or not.
former Laken bead coach
"I think it was a reasonable
decision," Harris added of being
son. He guided the Lakers to a fired although he admitted he
224-116 record and improved was disappointed he couldn't at
their regular-season record in least finish the season. "I enjoyed
four consecutive years, a feat being with this bunch. Whoever
accomplished by only eight takes my place will not have
other coaches in NBA history.
failed if they don't win it this
"I don't feel like a loser
today," Harris said. "There will year."
Harris' contract runs out after
be other doors that will open for
me. There always have been this season.
when other doors have closed.
Most of the team that won
"I was hoping today to tell my almost three-quarters of its
team that everybody's laughing games and reached the conferat us today, but we're going to ence finals is back this year, but
have the last laugh."
the Lakers have been on-again,
Harris has been under critioff-again since' the start of the
cism from many directions the
campaign.
last few years despite his team's
Among other things, they are
improvement every year. Two
years ago, the Lakers lost to the 0-3 in nationally televised SunUtah Jazz in the Western Confer- day games, losing at home to
ence semifinals and last spring Utah and Indiana and last Sunwere swept by the Jazz in the day at Seattle.
conference finals.
Harris has 556 career victories
Despite the fact that star to rank among the top 20 of NBA
Shaquille O'Neal missed 22 coaches. He previously coached
games last season, the Lakers
the Houston Rockets and Milhad a 61-21 regular-season
waukee Bucks.
record — one of the best in the
O'Neal said he was "very
league.
"This team will mature," Har- shocked" to hear of the news.

"I don't feel like a loser today.
There will be other doors that
will openjor me."

job.
"I just feel the last two games
we've played have not been
acceptable," West said, referring
to a 117-113 overtime loss in
Denver on Monday night and a
93-83 loss at Vancouver on Tuesday night. "I just felt like there
was a deterioration."
Denver's victory was only its
second in 10 games this season,
and the Grizzlies had never beaten Los Angeles in 12 previous
games.
"I talked to (owner) Jerry Buss
this morning and we just felt like
the time was right now," West
said. "Right now, we look like
we're floundering. That's not
what the fans pay to see."
The losses left the young, talented Lakers at 6-6 with 38
games remaining in the abbreviated season.
"Particularly for me, the thing
that makes it so awkward is that
Del has been a friend for many
years," West said. "The direction
of a team is very important. We
do feel like we have the talent
here."
Harris, 61, was in his fifth sea-

playing Indiana where Bob
Knight is such a vocal point."

The Falcons had to fight off a
very vocal crowd of 5,698 at the
Henderson Center. But every
time the volume hit a high, BG
hit a huge shot on offense, quieting it down 10 notches. The win
could help come tournament
time.
"It was really the lirst time
other than
maybe
Miami to a
certain
degree and
certainly
Toledo,
I
really felt
Dan Dakich
the crowd
was against the good guys,"
Dakich said. "It was a good time
to play."
Dakich then talked about his
team's schedule. He was quick to
point out that BG played 12
games against the teams in the
MAC tournament. The Falcons
were 6-6 against those teams
including 2-5 on the road. Their
other road win against a tournament team came at arch-rival
Toledo.

"This whole scheduling is so
unfair," Dakich said. "Nobody's
had as difficult a schedule as we
have, so I am extremely proud of
our team. I might just go home
and make a plaque up and give it
to myself as the MAC'S schedule-strength champ."
Marshall entered the contest
with a glimmer of hope lo host a
first-round tournament game.
But they are traveling to Kent
(#2) as the seventh seed with the
loss at 2 p.m.
"Even if we won at home,
there was a possibility of going
on the road," Marshall coach
Greg White said. "So we were
prepared either way."
White also thinks someone
will win on the road Saturday.
In other action Saturday, Toledo (#6) travels to Ohio (#3) while
top-seeded Miami hosts Ball
State (#8). The winners play
Tuesday with championship
game Wednesday. That winner
goes to the NCAA tournament.
Defending tournament champion Eastern Michigan did not
qualify. No western division
squad is hosting the first tournament game.

Women's basketball
loses to Northern Illinois
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
Bowling Green watched
their hopes for a Mid-American Conference tournament
home game go up in smoke
Tuesday night in DeKalb, 111. as
Northern Illinois forward
Charbea Haller hit a buzzerbeating three-pointer to break a
tie and the hearts of the Falcons.
The 64-61 loss dropped the
Falcons into fifth place in the
league and sent them packing
for a first-round showdown at
Akron Friday night.
It was the second straight
BG game where a three-pointer
in the final five seconds either
tied the game or broke a tie.
Freshman Francine Miller's
three with four seconds
remaining in regulation tied
Eastern Michigan on Saturday
in a game the Falcons went on
to win in overtime.
"I wanted to go into overtime," BG coach Deanne
Knoblauch said. "Michelle
Johnson had four fouls. They
are not really deep. They were
bred and we are pretty darn
good in overtime because
we've had a lot of them."
Johnson led the Huskies
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with 16 points and had a teamhigh six rebounds. Amanda
Reese added 15 points and
Haller finished with 11 points
and four assists. She was one
for three from behind the arc.
"Jaymee Wappes made a
really tough shot with about 40
seconds left to tie it and they
came down and scored,"
Knoblauch said. "Jacki Raterman made a really tough shot,
but Charbea Haller just made a
great shot. I knew it was in the
minute it left her hand. It was
like a 40-foot heave. Swish."
Knoblauch said it was the
NIU defense that was the
biggest difference in the game.
She wanted her team's intensity to match that of the Huskies.
"We needed better defensive
intensity," Knoblauch said. "In
a game like that, when it is
down to the wire, they just got
too many easy looks. In the second half they shot 53 percent.
They just got too many good
looks."
Raterman led the Falcons in
her final regular-season game
with 18 points and 10
rebounds. Miller added 15
points and five assists and
junior Sherry Kahle chipped in
eight points and three assists.
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Russian trainers
lead world in figure McGwire conference sets off media frenzy
skating success
The Associated Press
MOSCOW — The girl is willowy and blond. A long braid
bobs on the back of her deep
blue body suit as she floats
across the ice, executing graceful
double toe loops, blinding spins
and sly little dance steps.
She is warming up for the
Winter Olympics — the games
of, say, 2010.
Her name is Svetlana and she
is 8 years old.
Russia, sad, bedraggled Russia, is counting on her to mainlain its dominance in at least one
realm of human endeavor: figure
skating.
Russia makes few things
these days that can compete on
the world market. Vodka, caviar,
Kalashnikov rifles, nuclear
power plants, jet fighters, booster rockets — the list gels pretty
thin after that.
Russians still know how lo
make gold-medal figure skaters
better than anyone else in the
world. Lately, while everything
else in the country has been
falling apart, Russian skaters
have just kepi getting better.
At the Nagano Olympics last
year, Russians took the gold in
the men's, pairs and ice dance
competition, failing lo win a
medal only in the U.S.-dominaled women's event.
At the World Figure Skating
Championships in Minneapolis,
the Russians did it again, taking
the gold in all but the women's
event, and winning the silver
and bronze in that.
Now Russian women, a
perennial weak point in Ihe
country's skating program,
appear to be catching up to the
men.
At the European Championships held this year in Ihe
Czech Republic, the Russians
took first place in every event,
and all three top spots in the
men's and women's individual
competitions. And they did il
with some of their besl skaters
cooling their skates at home.
"If everyone from Russia had
been allowed lo compete, we
would have taken Ihe top five or
six places in a row," said
ii
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Raphael Arutunian, a prominent
Russian coach whose best skater,
Alexander Abt, skipped Ihe
European
championships
because of knee surgery.
The Russians' spectacular
performance in Prague was a
welcome tonic to a country that
has become accustomed to nothing but bad news. The economy
may be in shambles, the president ill and the army weak, but
Russians can still skate circles
around most of the rest of the
world.
"Remember, not everything is
lost," journalist Boris Minayev
wrote in the popular Ogonyok
magazine. "We still have this
world of these sliding gods. It's
real, it's ours, and in this world
we're unbeatable. Remember,
and smile."
The secret of Russia's figure
skating success can be seen
every day in rinks around the
country, in places such as Ihe
Spartak Ice Palace, where young
Svetlana skates in a class of
about two dozen 8-year-olds.
These classes are the legacy of
Ihe vaunted Soviet sports
machine, which created a brilliant and sometimes brutal system for culling and training the
nation's best athletes.
In other sports, the system has
retrenched or collapsed. In skating, thanks in large measure to
Ihe efforts of Valentin Piseev,
president of Ihe Russian Figure
Skating Federation, the system is
mostly intact.
Children from the age of three
or four can attend daily skating
classes; by the time they reach
school age, they might spend
half their day at the rink, five
days a week. The best move up
the ladder to better and better
coaches.
In Soviet times, the training
was free. Now there's a fee: At
Spartak, it runs about $4 a
month.
The system remains large and
well-honed, and the Russians
have hung onto many of the best
Soviet coaches.
TT
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The Associated Press
JUPITER, Fla. — It was like
Mark McGwire never left — big
crowds for batting practice, a
hundred reporters wanting
interviews and questions about
andro.
Dick Pound, a vice president
of the International Olympic
Committee, criticized McGwire
earlier this month, saying baseball allowed him to become a
"souped-up hero" by not banning androstendione, a controversial muscle-building supplement that is prohibited by the
IOC, the NFL and the NCAA.
"Major league baseball is not
the IOC," McGwire said
Wednesday during his first
news conference of spring
training. "And it has absolutely
nothing to do with me hitting a
baseball. I don't endorse the
product. I never did. Someone
stuck a nose in my locker."
With CNN-SI, ESPN News
and Fox Sports Net broadcast- St. Louis Cardinals' Mark McGwire watches the flight of the ball
ing his remarks live, McGwire during spring training.
chuckled and shook his head
"Sammy Sosa had a pretty
when he sat down in front of a runs — nine more than Roger
damn good year and he was
microphone. He said he was Marts' old record.
"1 couldn't believe the right there with me," McGwire
willing to talk about the home
run record only until the new turnout from the fans," McG- said. "When I broke that record,
wire said. "That was amazing. I knew there was a lot of time
season starts in April.
"I'm mentally prepared to Then all of you guys. I've never left in the season, and I knew
talk about last year up until the been in a first day of spring what he was doing."
Two major milestones are up
last day of spring training," training like this ever."
During his hour-long news ahead for McGwire. He needs
McGwire said. "Once the season starts, talking about 70 is conference, McGwire's major 43 homers to become the 16th
gone. I think it's foolish to think revelation was that the most player to reach 500, and can
I'm going to carry this over and pressure he felt last season become the first to hit 50 or
came after he topped Marts and more in four consecutive seatalk about last year."
Last year about 20 reporters had to fend off Sammy Sosa.
Can McGwire top 70?
showed up for the first full- McGwire had insisted that he
"Anything's possible," he
squad workout. But that was didn't care who ended up with
said.
before McGwire hit 70 home more homers.

Friday
MIKE KATON
Saturday
MIKE KATON

while taking baiting practice
Manager Tony La Russa predicted 75 for McGwire in January and new teammate Carlos
Baerga forecasts 80.
That brought another laugh
from McGwire.
"Geez, I'd definitely retire if 1
did that," he said. "There's no
more reason to play after that."
McGwire said he won't be
disappointed if he falls far short
of 70.
"I'm sure that no matter
what 1 do this year, if I don't hit
70, someone will say I had an
off year," McGwire said.
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Continued from page eight.
tered with a buller from Demar
Moore to Stacey that kept BG in
control.
Stacey hit the clutch shot and
finished the game nine of 14
from the door and five of six
from 3-point range.

Stacey's offensive efforts were
matched by Cowan's defensive
stops on J.R. Van Hoose.
Cowan blocked four Van
Hoose shots, keeping the freshman forward from getting the
ball. Van Hoose scored 14 points,
but only five in the second half.

"Our coaching staff realized half, but the Falcons quickly
he doesn't like to play real phys- built a 51-45 lead at the 15ical," said Cowan, who scored 11 minute mark. BG forced Marpoints. "His team was not get- shall turnovers and converted
ting the ball to him. And he looks them into points.
like the type of player who needs
BG also dominated the boards
the ball to do well."
35-29 and Stacey led the team
Marshall led by two at the with seven.

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Summer 1999 and Fall 1999 Leasing!
Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
no rent payments during school breaks
semester leases
close to campus
on-site laundry facility
S850/semester
includes heat, electric, cable

Call Sara and Andy Strand at
Newman Housing
for details on hassle free living

Pool • Video Games • Pinball

353-9164
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

"Good Afternoon,
I'm selling..."
(CLICK!)

Bentwood
Subdivision

March 10 & 24 at 10pm
£300 1st Prize £100 2nd Prize

(across from Mercer Manor)

fst?

AMATEUR CONTEST

r

• 2 BATHROOMS
• 2 CAR GARAGE
• 4 BEDROOMS
•1400 SQUARE FT
• FIRE PLACES
• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
•A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

SAME OLD JOB
HANG UPS?

Thursday
Saturday

DANCJjS.

IT 1 GIRL NIGHT
ShOWS

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
MAY 15!

Monday

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Get a job with UniGraphics and get reconnected in design.
Not only will you recievc real world experience, but also
a chance to build your portfolio with printed pieces.
So if you're tired of getting cut off. get your portfolio
together and call between Feb. 22-Mar. 5 to set up an interview.
Make a sale - Sell yourself

UniGraphics

AIWAYS

LOOKING FOR
NEW TALENT!

with

Topless
Tuesday
Tableside 2~4~ I
Dances
Admission &
Specialty Dances

lEBttPASS, J^^li
135 BRYNE RD.
TOLEDO 531-0079
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211 Woi Hall • BGSU • Ptume-172-7418
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
224 E. Wooster
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
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Clubbers take 2nd
place in MCHC
The Bowling Green Men's
Club Ice Hockey team took second place this weekend in the
Michigan Collegiate Hockey
Conference (MCHC) season ending tournament. This leaves the
Falcons ranked 10th in the American College Hockey Association.
This
weekend's
games
marked the end o( two great BG
Clubbers' careers, Joe Seiko and
Keith Hall. Seiko ended the season with 18 goals and 10 assists.
Hall finished the season scoring
10 goals and adding 14 assists.
Also ending a spectacular year
was goalie Jason Pelleck with a
.818 save percentage.

Spartans clinch
Big Ten
EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP)
— Michigan State clinched the
outright Big Ten championship
as Morris Peterson scored 13
points Sunday in a 56-51 win
against No. 13 Wisconsin,
stretching the Spartans' winning
streak to 14 games.
It was the first outright title
since 1990 for the fourth-ranked
Spartans (25-4, 14-1), who were
forced to share the conference
crown with Illinois last season.
The 14-game winning streak
is a modern record (post World
War II). The school's overall
record for consecutive wins is
15, set in 1930.
The win improved the Spartans to 14-0 at Breslin Center,
wrapping up their first unbeaten
season at home since Magic
Johnson led the 1979 team to a
12-0 record at old Jenison Fieldhouse. That also was the last
time Michigan State won successive Big Ten titles.
Sean Mason scored 13 points
for Wisconsin (21-6, 9-5) and Ty
Calderwood made three 3-pointers in the final 1:29 of the game
to finish with nine points for the
Badgers.
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Martin wins race
after Gordon's
engine gives out
because of a rare failure by twotime defending Winston Cup
champion Jeff Gordon, whose
engine blew, relegating him to
39th place in the 43-car field.
After Gordon's engine blew
with a big puff of black smoke on
the 311th of 393 laps, the battle
fell to Martin, Jarrett, Jeff Burton
and Labonte.
Martin, a distant runner-up to
Gordon in last year's points race,
took control after his Roush Racing crew moved him from second to first during a yellow-flag
pit stop on lap 357.
"We adjusted on the car all
day, and got better and better
and better," Martin said. "They
put me in the lead with four new
tires, with a fast setup and, heck,
that was what we needed."
Martin, whose first career victory came on this track in October 1989 — his only other Rockingham win — earned $104,635.
He averaged 120.750 mph.
Jarrett said his best shot at
Martin came the green flag
waved the final time on lap 385.
"That was going to be my one
shot if I could do something on
the restart," Jarrett said. "I tried
to get a really good run on him,
but Mark got to the corner before
I did, so that was kind of it after
that.
"It seems like we have second
place down pat. We just can't get
to victory lane here."
Burton, Martin's teammate,
led eight times for a race-high

The Associated Press
ROCK1NGHAM, N.C.
Every time that Mark Martin
could breath a little easier after
making a good restart, the yellow flag would wave once more.
Martin was forced to keep
perennial North Carolina Speedway runner-up Dale Jarrett at
bay on three restarts in the final
32 laps Sunday in the DuraLube/Big Kmart 400.
"There's all kinds of things
that can go wrong on restarts,"
Martin said. "Believe me, I've
lost a lot more races than I've
won, and there's all kind of ways
to lose them.
"To me, every restart was just
another opportunity to have
something go wrong. ... But we
had the car to pull it off there at
the end."
The last of six yellow flags in
Sunday's race came out on lap
379, when Emie Irvan slammed
into the wall between turns three
and four on the 1.017-mile oval.
Jarrett, second in six of the last
seven races at Rockingham, tried
hard to stay with Martin on the
final restart with nine laps
remaining. But Martin pulled
steadily away, and Jarrett barely
fought off Bobby Labonte in the
final laps to retain second.
Martin eventually pulled
away to win by 1.397-seconds —
about 12 car-lengths — in the
battle of Ford Tauruses.
Besides Martin's 30th career
victory, the race was significant

Associated Press Photo

Driver Jeff Burton (left) tips his hat to team owner Jack Raush. Burton raced along with Mark Martin in the Dura-Lube/Big Kmart 400.
227 laps. But he fell from first to
third on the same pit sequence
when Martin took the lead. Burton wound up fourth, followed
by Jeremy May field.
"We lost our track position,
and that hurt us some," Burton
said. "We've got to get a little
better on me making the calls on
what to do with the chassis. We
were tighter at the end than we
had been all day."
Martin felt fortunate to beat
him.
"I kind of hate it for Jeff Burton," he said. "He was strong all
day; stronger than we were."
But Martin, who led five times
for 50 laps, including the final 36,
got his car right when it counted

39th on Sunday and fell to 11th
— trailing Skinner by 84 points
after two of 34 races. Martin,
caught up in a crash in Daytona,
moved to eighth in the standings, 65 points behind.
"The thing just let go," said
Gordon, who led as late a lap 283
and was fifth when his engine
blew. "Today pretty much shows
it doesn't matter what you do in
Daytona. You've got to do it
every weekend."
The first half of the race was
run without a caution flag,
allowing the field to stretch out.
Only 11 cars were on the lead lap
by halfway, with Martin, Burton,
Gordon and Labonte taking
turns in the lead-

NASCAR WINSTON CUP STANDINGS
DRIVER
Mike Skinner
Rusty Wallace
Ken Schroder
Bobby Labonte
Jeremy Mayfield

POS
l
2
3
4
5

PTS
315
286
280
263
263

TOP 10
2
2
1
1
1

TOP 5
1
0
0
1
1

WINNINGS
$465,234
$245,119
$287,056
$263,286
$214,544

STARTS
2
2
2
2
2

Source: www.nascar.com

FALL 1999 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

AFTER APRIL 10
THE PAPER & PENCIL
GRE IS DEAD

—MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS—
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

Spinal & Joint Rehabilitation
By Medical Doctors
Tomorrow's Healthcare Facility Today.
And Chiropractors
I Accepting Group Insurance, Medicare
Medlcaid. Workers Compensation, Auto
Accident and Personal Injury Cases.

224 E. WOOSTER ■
Bowling Green, ■
OH 43402 '

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

the most — at the end.
"This crew won the race for
me," he said. "It was right on the
money at the end.
"I just let it rip at the end, and
the rest of the day I just tried to
be conservative, to make sure we
didn't fool around and stop short
for tires or something like that."
Gordon, who had won the last
two races of 1998 and the seasonopening Daytona 500, also lost
the points lead along with his
winning streak. Mike Skinner,
fourth in Daytona and sixth at
The Rock, holds a 29-point lead
over lOth-place Rusty Wallace.
Gordon, who last failed to finish a race in June when he
crashed in Richmond, wound up

Treating:

CALL TODAY!

GREENBR1AR, INC.

Bowling Green

$100.°°OFF

i

J. Smith, M.D.

April 10 Is the last paper & pencil GRE ever!

First Month's Total Rent "Limited time, S
Hurry Expires 2/17/99

354-6166

• Back. Neck & Joint Pain
• Difficult & ChronicCases Accepted

P. O'Shaa, DC.

Call today to enroll!

ass* KAPLAN

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental ■

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

"Would you like
fries with that?"

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com ■ AOL keyword: kaplan

Tired of all the college stress?
Time to take a recess!
Finger
Head on back to the
Dodgeball
Painting
BiG pLaYgRoUnD!
DJ & 80s Music

BrlnG An iTeM with an alcohol-related message
toThE big PlAyGrOuNd for raffle tickets
towinDoZeNs oF pRiZeS!
TheFiRst 100 students will receive
a Free T- Shirt for donating an item.
The more stuff you bring,
the more chances you have to win a prize!

FREE
Admission
Free Food
and
Prizes

1

2

3

4

Square
Bouncy Boxing

Friday, February 26,1999
Moon Walking

10

m

am

P- - *° '
BGSU Rec Center

basketball

Don'l forget lo bring your alcohol-related message Item to get
raffle tickets!

•

What's It Worth?
• Plastic Cup, Coaster
J Shot Gtass, Funnet
• Poster, Hat, Hug

J T-Shirt
• Neon Beer Sign

•

1
2
3
4
8

Raffle
Raffle
Raffle
Raffle
Raffle

Ticket
Tickets
Tickets
Tickets
Tickets

Friday, February 26,1999
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
BGSU Rec Center

•

Sponsored by the Wellness Connection. Student Health Sen ice. ODAPAS. BGSU Binge
Sponsored by ihc Wellness Connection. Smdeni Heulih Service, ODADAS. BGSU Binge Dnnking
Dnnking and Violence Prevention Program, the Safety Committee. BACCHUS. RSA. USG.
I\
and Violence Prevention Program.
^
Alumni Affaitv Omega Phi Alpha and HSA
S X^hc SafeiyCommmecBACCHUS. RSA. USG. Omega Phi Alpha. Alumni Allans mid HSA_^

J
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FRIED OUT ON
THE JOB?
Get a fresh start and a job at UniGraphics containing a healthy dose of design.
Not only will you rccicve real world experience, but also
a chance to build your portfolio with printed pieces.
So if you're burned out on fast food, get your portfolio
together and call between Feb. 22-Mar. 5 to set up an interview.
Stop taking orders - Start designing!

UniGraohics
211 Weit Hall • BGSU • Phone: J72-74I8
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TbeBG
News

• BGSU's Arts And Entertainment Weekly*

Television's
new lows
;' Grown men and women in
.spandex fighting weekly and
passing threats in front of a
• television camera. Am I talking
r^aboul Ihe recent resurgence of
^professional wrestling? No, I
;Xjm speaking of something
jrmuch less sophisticated, Roller\.\am.
For those who are lucky
"enough not to know about this,
I'll fill you in. TNN, the network for hicks with cable, has
recently begun their own
rollerderby league in a lame
attempt to capitalize on
wrestling's recent popularity,
as if wrestling wasn't childish
and stupid enough. It is comprised of six teams and each
week two of them meet and
proceed to race and beat the
crap out of each other, and just
like the WWF or WCW, it's all
completely fake.
It's also completely stupid,
another mindless entry into the
"sports entertainment" field.
TNN is trying desperately to
get ratings, and you really can't
blame them. Their highest
rated program right now is
reruns of The Duke* Of Hazard.
Of course, this was tried
before, when Ihe 1980s Rollergames premiered, also as an
attempt to cash in on wrestling
popularity. It was moderately
; successful, but folded in a few
wars, and it was a lot better
than Rollerjam.
Sadly, this trend of Really
Stupid TV is growing, and is
mainly a series of rip-offs on
semi-stupid television shows.
It's clear Ihe stupid MTV show
Sifl Ami Ollw would not exist
without the likes of South Park,
because it had to lower Ihe
tastes of the viewing public
before something this stupid,
vel strangely entertaining,
could show up.
The same could be said with
another new MTV show, The
Tom Green Show, which is hasicallv a really messed up version
. of Candid Camera, Each episode
has Tom doing something disgusting, or asking sick questions to either his poor parents
or some unsuspecting pedestrians.
The latest episode had him
bringing farm animals into his
. parents' house, (he was kind
■ enough to cover up Ihe floors),
then later a porn star came out
and gave his sidekick "acting
lessons." The show ended with
Tom taking Ihe left shoe of
everyone in the front row,
putting them in a bag and carrying them into the back of a
taxi.
Of course, the king of Really
Stupid TV is the creator of it,
FOX. I'm sure many of you
have seen Guinness World's
Records, which quickly became
famous for showing the world
a 300-pound tumor. No one
thought they could top. that,
but of course they did, and they
do every single week. See a
man stick needles though his
arm! Gasp as a woman takes
her eyes halfway out of her
sockets! And squirm as a man
lifts heavy weights by using the
piercings on his nipples! This
isn't a record-breaking show,
it's a freak show. The only people featured on this show are
freaks and idiots.
Then there is FOX's wide
variety of "reality specials"
such as When Good Times Go
Bad, When Good Pets Go Bad,
Most
Shocking
Moments
Caught on Tape," and there's
always a "Worlds Most Deadliest something-or-other."
While trying to pass them off
as educational programs, these
shows are simply excuses to
show the audience at home just
• See TV, page N-3

Reviews of Citizens' Utilities. The Controls, the new
Sebadoh album in Now
Sounds.
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Mike Judge's live
action film premiere.
'Office Space.' is extraordinarily good.

NEW MUSIC
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Entertainment Editor
Tony Cavallario
372-2604

MOVIE REVIEWS
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'Reality under siege' showcases SkogLund art
By TONY CAVALLARIO and
MIKE WENDLING
The BG News
In Sandy Skoglund's
exhibit, wolves invade a
restaurant, schools of
goldfish fly around a bedroom, and snakes and
rabbits face off on a floor
of hollow eggshells — in a bathroom.
Through life-size installations, Skoglund
sends food and animals into real-life
scenes. The result is a surreal cacophony,
both funny and scary at the same time.
The exhibit, "Reality Under Siege," on
display until May 2 at the Toledo Museum of Art, is the first retrospective of
Skoglund's work, the core of which is
four elaborate tableaux (room-sized
installations). These tableaux demonstrate the huge and ambitious scale of
Skoglund's work.
In "The Cocktail Party," cheese doodles cover every surface — floor, chairs,
and guests played by mannequins, some
of which move their arms in ritualistic,
robotic motions.
"Cheese doodles function as a kind of
armor," Skoglund said, in a phone interview "It's more than a cocktail party, it's
,111 environment where they feel they have
to pose and put on a certain camouflage."
"Walking on Eggshells" is a project
which includes a floor of 15,000 hollowed
out eggshells where snakes and rabbits
romp. The scene is laid out in front of a

wall of 6-inch square clay tiles, each of
which has a different mystic image of rabbits and snakes etched in "hieroglyphics."
"I embrace big projects," Skoglund
said. She rejects the notion of art as a
small, personal activity. Instead she
prefers a large scale, determined process
and the help of assistants.
Skoglund's work is actually set up
with the camera in mind. The tableaux are
constructed in front of the lens so that the
setup's photographic qualities can be
monitored.
"The idea of an elusive moment of
inspiration is rejected by my process,
which is one of forcing the work to
work," Skoglund said. "In reality everything can be made to work."
In "Fox Games," sculpted red foxes
seem to scamper over an all-red restaurant (down to the dinner rolls), with the
exception of one gray fox outcast.
The fourth tableaux is "Revenge of the
Goldfish." Striking oranges and blues
draw the viewer into an almost nightmarish bedroom-turned-aquarium scene.
Skoglund said the insertion of animals
into a space created by people, such as a
restaurant, shows how humans have
become disjointed from nature. Another
possible interpretation is that the animals
display the unconscious thoughts of the
humans in the work, she said.
"The animals find themselves to be
there much Ihe same way we have,"
Skoglund said. "Perhaps we don't understand our environment even though we
made it."
Skoglund demonstrates mastery of

Photo Provided

"Revenge of the Goldfish (1981)" from Sandy Skoglund's exhibit at the Toledo
museum of Art. The exhibit features a life size recreation of this scene, minus
the human subjects.
multiple media with her photography. features walls, floor, and human subjects
Often the photographs are "versions" of wrapped in raw bacon. Not just any
the tableaux: using the same equipment, bacon, but some very, very fatty bacon.
but with modifications and live models. Skoglund calls it "unedited."
"The bacon is beautiful in its own
For example, "Fox Games," when photographed, becomes a restaurant scene, way," Skoglund said. "Not for its visual
with a waiter, a lone couple dining — and effect but because my experience and the
all of the colors in the installation viewer's experience is beautiful."
Other photographs show items of food
reversed.
In a particularly greasy moment of the
exhibit, the photograph "Body Limits"
• See REALITY, page N-3

The Stupid Club and its clever ways
By JOHN WENZEL
The BG News
Neil Cleary is a
practical man.
He knows the
music industry is
almost impossible
to break into, that
audiences are hard to win over,
that success is as much "who
vou know" as "what you do."
He knows that some bands toil
away for years, only to fade into
obscurity or financial ruin.
But his band Stupid Club continues to plug away, like countless other underappreciated and
unrecognized, talents. In an
industry where the bottom line is
to make as much money as
quickly as possible, Neil Cleary
falls somewhere in between the
part-time musician and the
music-for-music's sake songwriter. And like countless others,
he wants to be able to make a living doing what he loves, hoping
that one of these days someone
will notice his talent.

0

news
AIDS Benefit at
Howard's next
Thursday
WBGUFM is hosting
their
J
annual AIDS
Benefit Show
at Howard's Club H next
Thursday at 10 p.m.
Four bands, including
local and regional bands
Aloha and
Marmoset

He has a bit of an edge on the
competition, however. Stupid
Club recently released the CD
Made to Teel on Sudden Shame
Records to enthusiastic reviews
and moderate radio airplay. He
appeared on a 7" compilation
last year with a Guided By Voices side project, and has also
released The Alcohol Tape EP.
He's filled in as tour drummer
for a few New York indie-rock
bands and has been admired by
the likes of Mary Lou Lord and
The Figgs.
"Anything
better
than
absolute zero is good to me,"
says Cleary, (who goes by the
name Tad Cautious in his liner
notes). "I'm happy for the
response I've gotten versus the
effort I've put into getting it out
there."
Cleary, who currently lives in
New York and works at Rocks in
Your Head record store, has a
long history of musical involvement. Originally from Burlington, Vermont, he's spent time in
bands such as The Pants and
Famous Potato. He doesn't currently consider himself a part of

(Indiana, Secretly Canadian Records) will play lo
benefit David's House in
Toledo. Cost for entry is a
$3 donation.

"Commissar" at
Gish Film
theater tonight
Tonight
Tonighl .11
at £J^^
8:15
p.m.
p.m. ^i
"Commissar"
hp shown
will be
at the Gish
Film Theater in Hanna
Hall.
Directed by Alexander

the Burlington music scene, but
only because he hasn't lived
there for nearly two years. He
does, however, admit to being
influenced by the folk tendencies
of the region.
"Vermont has a kind of fruity
arts-friendly feel," he says. "I've
always been in a scene with a
bunch of different sounds."
Cutting his teeth on bedroom
recording and coffeehouse gigs,
Cleary went on to relative success with The Pants, recording a
couple CDs and being Ihe "hot
band in town" for a few years.
Traveling around, however,
introduced him to the plight of
the unknown band. When
Cleary came up with the idea for
Stupid Club, he called some of
his former bandmates and
friends to help him out.
Stupid Club never had a permanent lineup, but existed more
as a recording project, with
Cleary as the locus. The songs on
Made lo Teel represent a scrapbook ol the last five years of his
songwriting.
He
originally
planned lo release the album on
his own, but his friendship with

Askoldov, this Russian
film is the story of how a
Red Army commander
takes refuge with a poor
Jewish family and faces
the reality of cultural and
social differences. The film
is set just after the 1917
revolution.

Colin Clary (of Sudden Shame
Records) changed his mind.
"For me there was the obvious
advantage of having il out tinder
a name with something behind
it," Cleary says. "Plus (Colin's)
relationship with promotion and
distribution were there."
As far as Stupid Club's sound
is concerned, diverse is the
word. Cleary makes reference to
everyone from Elvis Costello to
The Beach Boys to Hank
Williams on "Made to Feel''
While he may have started playing earnest folk
ballads,
his
proficiency at '60s
pop, country twang, jazz and
indie-rock are clear on the
album. The majestic and beautiful rocker "Fade to Grey," the lofi, four-tracked "Onion" and the
propelling "Think Safety" are
just some of the examples of this.
Just as bands like Ween successfully jump between genres,
Cleary can metamorphose his
voice lo resemble Bob Mould,
Steve Miller or Brian Wilson.

tions will be held from 2-4
p.m. on Sunday Feb. 28 al
the Dorothy Uber Bryan
and Willard Wankelman
Galleries.
Admission is free and
the exhibitions will run
March 2-30.

However, his

respeil
for
musical
craftsmanship
and
knowing

sense
of humor
unite the seemingly
disparate
songs. Cleary is
well-versed
in
rock history, and
he wields his
knowledge

be performed Ihis Monday
at Joe E. Brown Theatre.
The one-woman
play
compares apartheid with
social definitions of beauty
through the story of one
South African girl. The
play starts at 8 p.m.

Undergradart
'Jodie's Body' at
and design show Joe E. Brown
opens Sunday

Ethnic Studies
presents two
encounters in art

The opening reception
for Ihe Annual
Undergraduate Art & Design Exhibi-

On Wed.
March 3, at 7
p.m. in Room
204 Fine Arts
Building, Marliene Phipps

"Jodie's
Body",
a(
new
play
written and
performed
by Aviva Jane Carlin will

Drawing by Kerrie Mathes
See STUPID, page N-3
will give a presentation
and lecture on "The Relationship between Painting
and Poetry in the Creative
Process as Illustrated in
My Work."
On Thursday, March 4,
at 2:30 p.m. in The Callers
McFall
Center,
Lorna
Goodison
(celebrated
Jamaican poet as well as
painter, illustrator, and
short story writer) followed by a poetry reading
by Ms. Phipps and Ms.
Goodison.
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Citizens' Utilities: Sunbreak

minute pop songs dissolve into
experimental free jazz and countrified white soul. Occasionally
they loss some seemingly irrelevant noise into the mix creating
a most entertaining listening
experience.
Citizens' Utilities seems |o be
striving for one goal, and ili.it i-.
to not be Doling. Wilh SlIllbKilk
they succeed beautifully.
-Lrik I'epple

1399 • M) Own Planet Records
Alternative country/power
pop quartet Citizens' Utilities'
new release, Sunbreak, comes on
the heels of their impressive
sophomore effort. No More Medicine. Lyrically, Sunbreak retains
the same incisive, witty "tonight
the bottle, the girlfriend, the
dog, everything else in my life
let me down" themes that made
No More Medicine such an entertaining listening experience.
1999-Smile
Where Sunbreak does diverge
Remember the days when
is in the general sound. No More
trip-hop was one of the few
Medicine was produced by Los
Lobos' Steve Berlin and he gave music forms that wasn't rippedit a slick, clean production off endlessly by countless
bands? Well, those days are long
sound that incorporated bells,
whistles and strings that gave gone, and the debut CD by The
the music a layered feeling. With Controls, One Hundred, proves
it. It's not a bad CD, but it shows
Sunbreak, the boys in C'U are
that trip-hop has gone the way
attempting a straight-ahead pop
approach with countrified gui- of grunge and techno. The Controls, while good, are nothing
tars accentuated by boppy chomore than the bastard offspring
ruses and background vocals. In
addition to the catchy melodies, of Tricky and I'ortishead.
I feel bad saying that, because
the band members exchange
vocal duties, never allowing one it's not really a bad album, it's
vocalist's voice assume com- just horribly uninspired. Songs
like "Coward of The Year" are
plete control of the proceedings.
incredibly reminiscent of I'orMost
notably,
Sunbreak
marks a
significant step for- tishead, heavy on big beats and
samples.
ward in ambition. The band
Sadly, the vocalist of this
careens from the punchy rockabilly of "Coffee to Beer" to band (Ann Colville) lacks the
great, haunting voice of Beth
touching ballads like the suicidal lament of "Ship doing Gibbons. She comes off like a
pop signer attempting trip-hop
Down" to the sweet love song
and it just doesn't sound right
"She Becomes My Sunbreak," all
Of course, the album does
the while maintaining a cohehave its moments. "Coward of
sion lesser bands pray for.
the Year," while sounding just
Stylistically, CU is all over the
like I'ortishead, is pretty good. A
map, letting perfect three-

few of the other songs are pretty
catchy, but they still come off
sounding a lot like other triphop acts, especially I'ortishead.
The main problem with the
album is just that it's boring. Not
one song stands out; all eleven
tracks sound the same. The only
exception would be the few rap
tracks that have more of a hiphop feel to them, such as "Home
Again." This is the best song of
the album. It begins as a hip-hop
rap song, but halfway through it
changes into El slow-paced ballad with haunting vocals that for
once sound nothing like Porh-.lie.id. Sadly, it's the only song
on the album that doesn't.
This is not a bad album. It
actually sounds good, but it's
just not original at all. Everything on here has been dune
before and done better. II you
own I'ortishead and Trick)' and
want something new, try it. II
you don't, just buy the original,
buy some Porlishead.

■James Eldred

The Controls: One
Hundred
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Sebadoh: The
Sebadoh
1999-Sub Pop/Sire
It's clear from the opening
chords of "It's All You," the first
song on Sebadoh's new album
The Sebadoh, that the band isn't
taking any huge Creative leaps
this time around.
Sure, lead singers Lou Barlow
and Jason Lowenstein can still
write great pop-rockers that
stick to your brain and get you
to tap your foot unconsciously,
but they seem to have backed
themselves into a musical corner.
Their last effort, / larmacu. was
a solid but soniewh.il stale effort
that
utilized
tried-and-true
aspects of Sebadoh's sound —
their trademark indie-rock guitar riffs, sensitive lyrics and sarcastic humor. The only difference on this album is the drum-

mer-swapping that occurred in
between. The capable Bob Hay,
who drummed on Sebadoh's
last two albums, was booted in
favor of youngster Russ Pollard
(who is mostly indistinguishable
from Fay).
Pollard does, however, contribute his vocal talents to the
catchy "Break Free." This marks
the first time on a Sebadoh
album since Eric Gaffney's
departure that someone other
than Barlow and Lowenstein
handle the voc.il duties, (excepting the duel "Temptation Tide").
A refreshing change, to be sure.
Other than thai, it's by-lhebook songwriting on here. The
sad, pretty "Tree" is much like
400 other Barlow tunes; good
but repetitive. Lowenstein gets
things cooking with "Nick of
Time," complimented by a
chunk of searing, angular guitar
work. This scgue-ways into the
radio-friend I) "I lame" (sounding suspiciously like a Folk
Implosion song).
Additional tunes showcase
Barlow's much-heralded lyrical
maturity, lack of irony and other
boring things. In one song he
proclaims, "love is stronger than
the truth" in his smooth, melodic voice. After so many years of
Barlow's cleverness and caustic
relationship commenting, howare we supposed to take that?
Keeping it in context, I can
say that The Sebadoh does justice
to the hitherto little-heard Sentridoh song "Sorry," (just as
Bakesale featured a polished
"Give Up" and I larmacu a
redone "On Fire").
On the whole, the guitars are
bright, the drums are tight and
crisp and the singing is energetic
— due in part to the production
aesthetics ol The Dambuilder's
Eric Masunaga. Masunaga also
adds liberal doses of spacey
sound effects and synthesized
debris The album is sure to
yield some favorites alter
repeated listens, but Jiow many
more albums can Sebadoh make
before people stop caring?
1994's Bakesale was a great,
coherent departure from the
brilliant but scatter-brained Hubble and Scrape. Since then, however, Sebadoh has pretty much
sat still. And as a listener, it's tiring to wall lor them to stand up
and walk forward.
-John Wenzel

Only boring people are bored.

videos

Fear and Loathing
JAMES ELDRED
The HO News
Ever wanted to do LSD but know
it's not really a good idea? Just go see
Fear And Loathing In Los Vegas, the
newest movie from Terry C.illiam that is
now on video. This movie is the visual
representation of the effects of every drug
imaginable. II follows the adventures of
an Incredibly druggcd-oul wnler Roal
Duke, (played wonderfully by Johnny Depp) and his even more
drugged-out lawyer "Dr. C.onzo".
This movie is the mosl bi/.irre mess I have ever seen. I loved
it. It's basically a two-hour drug trip, there is not one minute in this
movie where at least one of the two main characters is not on some
sort of illegal substance. Which include, but are not limited to; LSD,
marijuana, mescaline, cocaine and ether.
There is no real plot, in the traditional sense of the word, in
this movie. The beginning loosely follows the story thai Duke and
Dr. Gon/o are going out to cover the Motorcross race outside Vegas.
This is basically a footnote in the movie. It's mainly about them on
drugs, and how il effects them.
The effects and hallucinations are realistically done thanks
to digital technology. Computers now allow you to experience the
drug trip without the drugs. In one scene Duke goes into a bar and
slowly the floor gets coated in blood as the people transform into
lizards and start to have sex. Gonzo, seeing he's freaked out, quickly gets him out. Unfortunately, in the next room the pattern on the
wall and lloor start to move, as Duke desperately tries to communicate with the hotel clerk, whose face keeps changing. It gets even
weirder later. II also gets much darker, with them bringing in a helpless girl into their world of drugs.
This movie, from what 1 am told, is very different than the
book it is based on. Most of the symbolism about the American
Dream is not in this movie, like il was in the book, and the assorted
acid trips loose their metaphorical meaning in the movie.
Still, this film is very entertaining, mainly because it's just
so strange. It's one of Gilliam's strangest movies, and that is saying
a lot. If you have a strong stomach and you are not easily offended
you will probably enjoy this movie. If anything remotely involving
drugs offends vou, do not see tins film.

TV
about anything disgusting or
fatal. Want to see thieves get
killed by a semi? It's on FOXI
I low about .1 dog chewing off a
kid's faOE? That too!
Last week they had "The
World's Most Shocking Medical
Videos." This was sick. It had
everything from a nose being
grown on someone's forehead to
a man with his undeveloped,
unborn twin attached to his
head. It was revolting
Tonight they have "Surviving
the Moment of Impact #3"
(watch stuff blow up), followed
by Shocking Behavior: C aught
on Tape" (watch people do

If you're not shopping with us...
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they should. They've been on
before. Sure they don't always
have the same names, or the
same format, but they still are all
the same.
These shows are disgusting,
sick and stupid. They have
absolutely no redeeming value
whatsoever. They shamelessly
exploit and showcase the worst
and most disgusting aspects of
SOI kety today. I couldn't think of
a more meaningless way to pass
the time. Of course, I don't miss
an episode. •
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USE Elections
March 23, 24
petitions due:

Friday, Feb 26, 1999
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Entertainment from here, there and everywhere. Every Thursday In the
NOW section.
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Continued from page N-1

Auric Books

Plch up applications In 404 Student Services.
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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'Books
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Backcountry Snowboarding
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Paper or plastic?
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• Women's & Men's clothing
• Indian tapestires
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Compute) Hardware

• Sterling & semi precious

• Computer Software
• (ontumai Eledrona
• Fragrance!
• Heobh & VDomrs
• Magannei

The Ultimate Workout Log
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• MuirCDi&Coaeitei
• Skotmg
• Snow & Wrter Spot!

stone jewelry
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• Tie-dye tees
• Jerry dolls & Beanie bears
• Hemp jewelry, twine, &
hackysacks

The Definitive Word on
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• Vbeot&DVDi
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SIS.95
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200 Disc CD

• Indonesian handicrafts
• Candles, incense, oils, &
gifts for everyone!

BUY 1 SWEATER GET 1 FREE
ENTIRE MONTH OF FEBRUARY

LIVING CANVAS
445 E. Wooster • 354-5203
500 Minute Pre-Paid

Phone Cards
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UniGraohics

Panasonic
KX-TG210B
Giga Range
Cordless Phone
*K)ttG210e
Sony

TIME TO RECYCLE
YOUR JOB?

n 1 Wot H..II • BOSU • Phnw 172-7418

• Bags galore!

TouSove $2.99!

South Park: Chef Aid
Amoionrom
$14 99
CONCWcom
S12SB

Gel .i ioh wuh UntGrophlci mw gain renewed interesi in Jcsign.
Not only will you recleve real world experience, but .il-«>
a chance t" buiLi your portfolio with pnnted pieces.
So if you desire more tli.m JUM paper or plastic, gel your portfolio
together and call between Feb. 22-M.ir. T to *el up an interview.
Hey it's your choice - Make it count!

445 E. Wooster
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"In the Uault"
Tattoo 8c Body Piercing
Hospital type sterilization
health department licensed
B.G.'s oldest established tattoo shop.
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STUPID

Make room for 'Office Space'
ANTHONY RECZNIK
The BC News
Almost everyone in America
went mad over Mike Judge's
"Beavis and Bullhead" when
they hil MTV in 1993, and he
received even more acclaim for
his prime lime animated series
"King of Ihe Hill." However, just
when you think you've seen
enough from the one-time engineer, now famed animator, he
throws his creative talents into
another arena: live action!
Judge is the writer and director of, and even has a small role
in, Fox's new release "Office
Space," which is based on one of
his other cartoon shorts, "Milton," a one time "SNL" Saturday
TV Funhouse feature.
The film stars Ron Livingston
("Swingers") as Peter Gibbons, a
computer software programmer
who hales his job. In fact, he
hates work in general, but he
can't find a way out of it. That is,
until he is accidentally hypnotized into not caring about work
or his cheating girlfriend, and
starts concentrating on Ihe
things that make him happv, like
Joanne Ihe waitress at his
favorite restaurant, played by
Jennifer Aniston.

He decides to stop going to
work and in turn gets promoted
for his attitude reflecting that of
someone not being challenged.
Meanwhile, his co-working buddies Samir, played by Ajay
Naidu
("Suburbia"),
and
Michael Bolton (yes Michael
Bollon), played by David Herman ("Mad TV"), are working
Iheir butts off, but still are gelting canned.
Disturbed by the injustices
w^H
unfolding in the office, Peter
convinces Michael and Samir to
-,.-..
:!*&
gel back at Iheir employers by
Photo Provided
downloading a virus into the Cast of 'Office Space' take it out on the office fax machine.
company's system, in the hopes
ton, are characters straight front
of ripping them off pennies at a wasn't acting at all. Jennifer
Aniston's role, albeit minor, had Judge's animated short.
lime. The plan seems foolproof,
its moments, especially when
The film's underlying wil and
until the pennies turn into thoushe shared the screen with slow motion gangsteresque
sands.
Judge, who played her manager. shots, put together with back"Office Space" is uniquely
Herman is hilarious as Gangsta ground music of the Ghetto
humorous in its subject r-atter
Rap listening, self-name haling, Boys, make Judge's live action
and characters, leaving Ihe skepcomputer geek Michael Bolton.
debut worth seeing.
ticism of Judge's humor not
However, three of Ihe more
making the crossover from animemorable performances are
mation lo live action in the dust.
presented by Diedrich Bader
The performances are good as
("The Drew Carey Show"),
Starring: Ron Livingston. Gary
well, mostly in the degree to
Cole, Jennifer Aniston
Stephen Root and Gary Cole.
which the characters are develNOW says: Mike Judge's first
Bader plays Peter's philosophical
oped.
attempt at live action Is extraordry-walling neighbor Lawrence,
Livingston is perfectly suited
dinarily good—a film that no CS
who passes advice through the
major should miss.
for the at-one-time-concerned
thin wall of Iheir apartments,
worker, turned carefree deadbeat, Peter. He seemed like he while Cole is Ihe boss, Lumberg,
and Root as the mumbling Mil-

■

372-6977

Office Space
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Pregnant'?
FREE pregnancy tests
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center
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PERSONALS
CAMPUS EVENTS
"FLUENT IN SPANISHH
Summer jobs in Fremont. OH.
$7 2Smr-lncome Maintenance Forms
Will work with Migrant Workers to
Determine eligibility for Gov't
Benefits Apply @ Co op 310 Student
Svcs 22451 details MUST be:
"FLUENT IN SPANISH"

?????????????
How can ihe South Africa apartheid and portonal sell-image be put together? Come find
out Monday. MARCH 1 at at S 00pm @ Joe E
Brown Theatre.
JOCHES BOOY JOOIE'S BCOY
Free"Hetp BSU celebrate their 30th Anniversary by coming to see The Word on Sat Feb
27 at 8pm in Mac Countryside. "Free* Free
Food' Sponsored By BSU. UAO. ar-d HSA
Meet ue this Friday at the playground. Ihe
Big Playground! Take a recess at the Rec
Center beginning at 10pm. Join others m dodoeball. water volleyball, moon walking and
much, much morel

USG Presidential Elections
March 23,24
Candidate Petitions Due
Fnday.Feb 26.1999

^
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SAVE THE EARTH
Are you looking lor a way to show the environmont thai you appreciate all ihe great things it
does 'of you? Do this, collect seeds, burn
brush, restore prairies, try to stop sryrofoatn
use on campus, and plan this years Earth
Week by joining the Environmental Action
Group It's time well spent every Monday night
from 9 to lOpm. In room 301 ol University Hall.
jo<n because the environment needs you and
you need it

sided
Ads

Continued from page N-1

—Alpha Chi Omega—
The sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would like to
congratulate Meagan Harael! on her pearling
to Tim Sanders from Norrhwood University.
Best Wishes"!
•"Alpha Chi Omega'"

carefully.
"My earliest exposure to
music was through my lather,
who is at heart an old-fashioned
Tin-Pan-Alley/Broadway musical style guy," he says. "My
brother and I used to sing old
songs with my dad at the piano,
Gilbert & Sullivan, old pop sheet
music."
After getting into early hiphop, classic rock and jazz, Cleary
learned the wonders of folk
music, citing Richard Thompson
and Bill Morrissey as influences.
"I got into the whole
singer/songwriter thing of that
lime," he admits. "My folkie
friend was booking this coffeehouse and I did a little, loo."
After spending time in
Austin, Texas, Cleary moved to
New York and has been playing
out, catching shows and working on new material since then.

He plans to return to the studio
in late February, entertaining
himself in the meanwhile by
playing covers
in
Hank
Williams' Lonesome Cheatin'
Hearts Club Band (which you
can catch in Manhattan if you're
lucky). But still, he keeps his
head about himself.
"It sounds corny, but the
greatest 'success' of the album is
the people that I've goHen lo
know through it, the friendships
that have been forged," he says.
Get in touch with Stupid Club
by
e-mailing
clubstupid
@usa.net.

REALITY
the patterns of food are a treat
for the eye — and also kind of
creepy.
"I am re-presenting the ordinary world to the viewer with
the hope that Ihe viewer will be
able lo enjoy Iheir own world
better," Skoglund said. "That is a
beautiful experience."

Continued from page N-1

that mimic the surface they are
placed on. Photos like "Luncheon meat on a counter" and
"Peas on a plate," where frozen
peas are arranged in a cubical
form, underscore the artificiality
of the things we eat every d,ay.
Skoglund's infatuation with
.

AOII" Lil' Leanne ' AOII
Roses are red
Violets are blue

KAKAKAKAKA
The gentlemen of Kappa Alpha would like to
congratulate the following brothers for outstanding work m the chapter, and being designaiad Brothers of the Week: Week ol Feb
15th: Rob Thompson lor organizing Convivium, Week of Feb. 22nd: Kevin DeMain for an
excellent year of cheerleading. CongratulaSons R.OB 4 Kevinl
KAKAKAKAKA

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort Panama City Beach
Florida, from $159 per person
3 pools. 1 indoor pooltazy
river ride, huge beachside
hottub suites up to 10 people.
Tiki bar, home ol the world's
longest keg parry.
Drink Free, draft beer
all week w/cover. Free info
1-600-488-8828
www. sand pi perbeaccn.com.

I am your big
Do you have a clue?
On Sunday you will see
What a perfect pair we will be
Love. Your Big
AOII AOII AOII
Lil Emily
I hope you are as excited as me.
Cause we will be the best big/iil
Pair in BGl
Love, Your Big
AOII AOII AOII

Be sure to pick up your BGSU Alumni Chapter Scholarship applications at the Milec
Alumni Center or the Office of Financial Aid
(231 Administration Building) Nearly 128,000
In scholarship aid la available to eligible
•tudenta. Applications must be returned to ihe
Mile" Alumni Center by no later than 5 00pm
on Wednesday. March 3, 1999. Best of luck lo
all applicants, any questions call Paul Pawlaczyk at 372-27011

KAPPA DELTA
Come and |om the sisters of Kappa Delta for a
night of fun and games, tonight from 8 9pm at
me house. ???'•. cal 2-2871.
KAPPA DELTA

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FELD HOUSE: MARCH 2-CO-REC
BOWLING. MARCH 3 M, W, 8 COREC VOLLEYBALL; MARCH 16-M. W SOCCER;
MARCH 17-M.WDBLS BILLIARDS.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
SOCCER. APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COMPLETE
TAKE-HOME TEST BY 5PM ON MARCH 15.
MAN0ATORY CLINIC ON MARCH 16.
8- 10PM.

KD'Jail-N-Bail'KD
Send your friends to jail. Only $1
Tickets on sale this week from 10am 4pm
in the Math/Science and Union Foyer. Help
Kappa Delta prevent child abuse.
"The Best Time You'll Ever
Have Behind Bars."

:^^^^^

xo•xo•XO
Congratulations to our sister of the week Lisa
Frostino!
XO'XO'XO

Lil Jackie Clark

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
VOLLEYBALL APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COMPLETE
TAKE-HOME TEST BY 5PM ON MARCH 2
MANDATORY CLINIC ON MARCH 3.7-10PM

AOII LIL'TRICIA AOII
Mirror mirror on the wall
Who's the best big/lil pair of all
On Sunday you will see
Just how much we were meant to be I
,
Love Your Big

i

Work 39 days a year and get up to 60% tuition.
up lo $10,000 m student loan repayments, and
up to S600 007mo. not counting salary. Call
now 1 -600-708-4068 for more into. The Ohio
Air National Guard. Fuel Your Future

Here's your first clue:
Hike things that bark
And I have curty hair like you.
I cant wait til Sunday
For you to see
What a great pair we'H be<
Love. Your Big??

$170 mo. subleasers needed. ASAPI Free
cable, own room. Call 354-7414; ask for Mike
or Heidi.
,

Sigma Kappa 'Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Rena Snyter, our Sister of
the Week I
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa

Non-smoking roommate wanted May '99 to
May '00 lease. Estimated monthly rent $260.
Call Alexa© 353-6283.

WANTED

Summer Jobs and Internships' Check out the
1891 annual Summer Job and Iniemahip Fair,
Tuesday, March 2nd In the Ballroom. Noon to
4pm. More tian 80 organizations attending!
Recruiters from business and industry, technical services, retail, medical, transportation,
camps, recreation, and hospitality fields will be
on campus lo meet with youl Door prizes and
give-aways! Have a COOL summer. Gel a
HOT lobl Sponsored by Student Employment.
Career Sorvices at BGSU.
Support Group for Women with Anorexia A
Bulemia concerns. Women's Center. 108A
Manna Hall. Mondays, 8:30-10O0pm Group
support and interactive discussions A exercises. Student Health Service/Judy Millerr2-7425. Counseling Center/Rebecca Meltee-Caner/2-208i.

Roommate needed ASAP
Own bedroom
Call 353-1254

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For into call 203 319 2802.
375 Counselors and Instructors neededl
Coed summer camps in Pocono Mountains,
PA
Lohikan,
1-800-488-4321,
www.lohikan.com.

Bowling Green State University
College of Musical Arts
Bowling Green Opera Theater
presents

•AXO" RHO CHI "AXO"
The sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would like to
congratulate their tg99 Rho Chis, Nicole Scodova, Julie Donatone. and Karey Weaver.
Good luck g.rl3"i
■AXO-RHOCHrAXO-

£y

Carlisle Floyd's f

Susannah

ITS 1159 ON NEW YEARS EVE.
DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR DATE IS?

£siy Dfothemood
Dfotnemood %f^
sisterhood t—
C**** sfcteinood
peace
oositium,
loue
friendship.

February 26 6k 27
8 pm.

Kobacker Hall
Tickets: $8, $10, $12
Students $5 at the door
For tickets: (419) 372-8171 or (800) 589-2224

BBCA Think Tank
tonight at 8pm, Amani
Room FREE
KNOWLEDGE'FREE
FOOD GIVEWAYS
bring your positive
attitude! Co-sponsored
by the Office of
Student Activities.

EARN CASH!
SAVE LIVES!

Ben Affleck Casey Affleck Dave Chappelle
Guillermo Diaz Angela Featherstone Janeane Garofnlo
Gaby Hoffmann Kate Hudson Courtney Love Jay Mohr
Martha Plimpton Christina Ricci Paul Rudd

Earn up to $140 per month and help save
lives at the same time by donating plasma.

When you make a plasma donation you also receive
a free physical exam and free HIV testing.
Accepting New Donors
MWF
7AM-3PM
T—TH
10AM-5PM

:i;«L«lMmi«{liFlHic»»iri«rili[iC«!lSlltf
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SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS

fjfc.

350 West Woodruff Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43624
255-6772

I ■ -.r.-r Ihr "200 Cigarette*" Date of the Century Sweepitokci

STARTS FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 2e

I
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I CAMP WAYNE-tistor h»ll ol brothw/sister
'camp-Nonhaasi
Pennsylvania
- (6/20-&via«*991 We're bach' We have recruited
I oreat siatt from BG and want you to have fie
» moal memorable summer of your ale. Directors
I tor Fine Ant, Go". Narure*Camp»ng Counsel'
* ors to live m cabins and leach at sp«cfaiiy
areas If you love children and have a skid to
offer cal 1 800-279-3019 or e-mail campwayne@aoJ com for more information On
Campus Interviews March 22nd from
1:00-6:00pm m the Fort Room of the Unon
Chddcare Counsekir
Part nme poaibons available in our child care
dept. Flexible hours available mornings & or
afternoons Musi enjoy working with children,
be 10 yrs old. & have a high school diploma
A/or GED. Excellent driving record necessary.
Salary $6-8 per hr. Send resume or apply at
The Catholic Club at 1601 Jefferson Ave
Toledo 43624.
Direct Care/Residentlal Specialist Full and
part Ome positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities Irving In the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starung wage $7.14 $8 52 depending on
experience/education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18, have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically fit and able to lift 60lbs
Applications and tour even/ Wednesday
B.30-10.30am and 4.30-5 0.0pm Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestemRd.Maumeo.Oho EOE.
OJ needed for Women's Chorus formal Mar. 27
from 630-midnight. Free dinner, cash, free expoiurs.
Email
Stacey
at
lstacey@bgnet.bgsu edu.
Full or part time help wanted at local automotive detailing business Can 354-9560
Get your Spnng Tan and earn t too I
Landscape workers needed in BG, Mar.. Apr..
May. Flexible schedule. Own transportation.
3S2 209S.
HELP WANTED
EARN EXTRA CASHIII MAKE YOUR OWN
HOURS II
RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS TO MARKET/MANAGE
CITIBANK PROMOTIONS ON CAMPUS.
FREE GIVEAWAYSI EARN $400*'WEEK.
CALL JOANN AT 1 -800-950-8472

John Newlove
Real Estate

Summer & Ful Tim* Positions
Beautiful Lakefroni Yacttmg Club
Seeks Friendly Team Players.
Servers
Bussers
Host/Hosiess

Home City Ice Company is now hiring lor these
positons: Route Drivers, Production Stackers,
Truck Loaders. Competitive waoevlexible
schedules. Locations throughout all ol Oho
and Southeast Michigan Call lor details at
1 800-899-6070.
LIFEGUARDS now hiring lor summer in all
Cleveland Suburban areas. Also looking lor
pool managers A WSI Incentives, bonuses, &
scholarships available. Call today
M300-S32-SW1M.
Needed: 2 full-time bakers & part-time kitchen
help/counter help for new bakery. Exp. preferred. Apply m person, Sal's Bakery. 161ft E.
Wooster. Neil to College Station bar A Domirv
o's Pizza
Nursing-RN/LPN- Part time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday,
930 1000am and 4:30-5.00pm. Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865 0251. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio, 7223 MaumeeWostem Rd., Maumee. OH EOE.
Office cleaning evenings
during spring break. 15-18
hours. Own transportation required

Call 3525622
Pan time student employment
Are you looking for part time employment of 15
hours plus per week plus per week within walking distance k> BGSU campus? Interested in
working various unskilled jobs in assembly,
packaging, etc.? Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour.
Apery m person between the hours ol 9:00am
and 5.00pm (Monday-Friday) ai:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
428Ck»ghSl.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.
Perrysburg Hts. Boys A Girls Club. Fun A
Energetic Ed A Arts part time youth worker.
Call Amy at 874-4529.
PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUNI SAVE MONEYI
Top rated boys' sports camp (Maine). Need
counselors to teach/coach all spots; tennis,
basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, rock
ciimc-ng. biking, golf, sailing, waterskiing. and
morel Call free (686) 644-6060 apply online:
www.campcedar.com
The City of BG Parks and Recreation Department is now taking applications for seasonal
positions. Positions are available in maintenance, swim instruction/lifeguarding and
youth programming. Call 354-6223 with questions and complete applications at the Park olficein Woodland Mall.

319 E. WoosterSt.
Across from Taco Bell

Bartenders
Dock Attendants/Ground Keepers
lifeguard*
RecepDo n i ii/Compu ter
Line Cooks/Banquet Prep
Saileamp Counselers
Incentive Programs/Flex hoVExc. pay
Interview now tor best positions
Wednesday firu Sunday
200 Yacht Club Drive
FtocfcyRivec.OH44116

440-333-1155
Ask lor Kathy/Marc
Summer Camp Jobs
A fun place lo work and a lifelone learning experience awaits you at YMCA Resident Camp
Nissokone (Oscoda. Ml) or YMCA Day Camp
Ortryesa (Highland. Ml). Are you a creative.
canng and enthusiastic person who would enjoy working in an actrve outdoor sorting? Now
hiring counselors, activity specialist for
aquatics, horseback, nature, arts/crafts, music/drama, high and low ropes courses, sailing, and athletics. Cal (248) 667-4533 to
schedule an on-campus interview.
SUMMERJOBS
AND MALE COUNSELORS
NEEDED FOR
TOP CHILDRENS CAMP IN MAINE
Top Salary. Room/Board/Laundry. Clothing &
Travel allowance provided. Must love children
and have skill in one or more or the following
activities' Archery, Arts & Crafts (Ceramics,
Stained Glass. Jewelery). Athletic Trainer.
Basketball. Canoeing, Kayaking. Dance (Tap.
Poinie. & Jazz). Drama. Field Hockey. Golf.
Gymnastics (Instructors & Qualified Spotters),
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seal, Lacrosse. Photography, Videographer. Piano Ac
comptanist. Pioneen rig-Camp Craft. Ropes
(Challenge Course, 25 Stations). Sailing. Soccer, Softball, Tennis, Theatre Technicians.
Track & Field. Volleyball. Waterskiing (Slalom.
Trick, Barefoot. Jumping), W.S.USwim Instructors. Windsurfing. Also opportunities for
Nurses, HTML programmers and secretaries.
Camp Vega for Girls!
www.campvega.com
E-mail: |obs@campvega.com
CALL 1-80O-83S-VEGA
COME SEE USI We wll be on your campue
Thura., April 1 at.
Town Room, Student Union
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
FEMALE

Summer job opportunity. Pemberville City Pool
is seeking individuals to fill the positions of
swim team coach, lifeguards, and swim lessons instructors. For further info call 287-4247.

(419)-354-2260

Telephone interviewing, pan time. Some days,
mostly evenings & weekends. Flexible scheduling, relaxed atmosphere. Starting $5.50 minimum In Perrysburg. 874-5842.

ii

NO PETS ALLOWED!
TENANTS PAY 1777L/77ES/
715 SECOND STREET
Three bedroom. Limit 3
people. $670.00 per
month, deposit $670.00.
Lease from may 16, 1999
to May 6, 2000.
723 SIXTH STREET
Three bedroom. Limit 3
people. $500.00 per
month, deposit $500.00.
Lease trom May 16, 1999
to May 6, 2000.
530 E. MERRY STREET
Three bedroom. Limit 4
people. $670.00 per
month, deposit $670.00.
Lease from August 12,
1999 to August 12,2000
Noon.

HOUSES
AVAILABLE

1999-2000
MANY APARTMENT LOCATIONS AVAILABLE. STOP IN

THE RENTAL OFFICE FOR A
COMPLETE LISTING. WE
CAN HELP YOU!

319 E. WoosterSt.
(Across from Taco Bell)

RENTAL LINE:

354-2260

Thursday, February 25, 1999

Third shift clerk needed lor local motel. 12am8am, Sat. and Sun. mornings start immediately, min wage. Apply at Buckeye Budget
Motor Inn. 352-1520.
VEHICLE OPERATORLooking for a career
and not just a job? Providing transportation to
adults with mental retardation/developmental
disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity. Win train lo secure School
busCDL. Posilon is a part nme (12 month) position. 7O0am-900am and 2 30pm■ 4:30pm.
Monday through Friday. Salary $11.17$17.70
per hour. Application packet may be obtained
from the Wood County. Board of MR DO. Ent.
B. 11180 East Gypsy Lane Road, BG,
8:00am 430pm EOE.
Voluntaar Sup«rvlsor-Sursf-ino. Inc
ol
Northwest Ohio, a residential facility lor individuals with developmental disabilities, is looking lor a part lime (18-24 hrsAreek) supervisor to implement a faith in Action" program.
Duties would include recruitment, training, and
support ol volunteers to provide compassionate caregiving, developing contacts with local
congregations, fundraising. and working with
the intorfaith coalition. Bachelors degree preferred, experience in MR/DD helpful. Must
have valid driver's license with adequate
transportation and insurance coverage. Applications and tour Wednesdays 9 30 lOOOam
and 4:30 5 oopm or send resume lo Sunshine
Inc. ol Northwest Ohio, 7223 MaumeeWestern Rd.. Maumee. Ohio 43537, Arm: HR
MGR.EOE.
Volunteer Coordinator: Temporary lull time
position available (initially 1-2 days per week
for training full time summer months) at non*
prof t agency. Responsibilities include recruitment, orientation and ongoing training of volunteers, supervision and coordination of special events. Includes some evenings and
weekends. Bachelors degree m a related field
preferred. Send resume to Sunshine Inc. of
Northwest Ohio. 7223 Maumee-Western Rd..
Maumee, Ohio 43537. Ann HR Manager.
EOE.

FOR SALE

till Spring Break Panama City $1281 Boardwalk Room wrKilcrwn Near Clubs! 7 Parlies
Free Drinks! Daytona $1491 South Beach
H29I Cocoa Beach (149! spongbreaktravel com 1 B00 676 6386
111! Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cruisel 5
Nights *279l Includes Meals i Free Parties!
Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs Florida!
Cancun A Jamaica $399! springbreaktravol com 1 -800 676 6386.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APARTMENTS
Available Fall 99 8 Spnng 2000
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully furnished. AC,
New Laundry Room, no pets.
91/2 812 mo. leases
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water & sewer included.
Call 3549740 lor more details 8 aoo't.

CARS FROM $500.00
Police impounds and tax repo's.
For listings can 1-800-319-332314S58

3 bdrm. house 2 blocks from campus. Newly
remodeled. Garbage disposal, dishwasher and
otl-street parking Call 352 9392.

For Sa)e-4 DCS to Rusted Root @
H*l Auditorium in Ann Arbor Sat. March 13
Call Daniel @ (419)868 5845
Kawasaki 2x-6. Brand new, low miles. $6000
OBO. Can 354-6038.
Kramer Semi-Hallow
Acoustic Electric
$200 060
Mike 2 3974
Pnmestar/DirecTV. Because ol our recent
merger we have an incredible oiler lor you as
low as S22.99/mo.-76 channels. Call
now 1-677-823-2666.
Soundstream USA 12m 150 wan subwooler.
SDK 3212 1-12in Bandpass box kicker ZR 120
(30X2 wan amp). Musi sent $350 OBO.
372-6347. Email dbelin@bgnet.bgsu ecu
Trek 800 Mountain Track 19 5 in. V brakes 21
speed 9 mos old U lock included Metal pedals, sott seat. $200.372-4946.

FOR RENT
" Houses t Apis. 99/2000 S.Y. "
930 E. Wooster, normally lor 7 students, will
have new carpet, new (urn., new paint. $200
mo. across the street from Kohl Hal.
1, 2, 3 bdrm apis avail. 300 block E. Merry
plus rooms avail. $200/mo. and/or have 2nd
semester leases inexpensive.
Call$53-0325 9-9.

CAR FOR SALE
Reliable and Affordable Transportation
87* Nissan Sentra. $850 OBO.
New tires, inspected/99' Emission test
high mileage, some rust spots, Cal
353-3348

• 1 Panama City vacations1
Free parbes-No cover. Best
beachfront hotels from $129.
Free "Spring Break Uncensored"
Videol 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
#1 Spring Break'99 Vacations I
Best Prices Guaranteed"!
Cancun & Jamaica S399. Bahamas $459
Panama City Beach $129 Book Now
& receive a tree "Spring Break
Uncensored" videoU! 1 800-234- 7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

12 month leases starting May 15.1999
122 N. Enterprise-1 Br.-I person-$360.Utii
266Manville-1 Br.-l person.$350.Unl
605 Filth «B 2 Br 2 person-$370. Util.
605 Filth HA-4 Br A person$660.Util.
Steve Smith 352-6917 or 367-8666
Meml'f Sundayi I

IS

SUNEAY!S
-

ELEVEN O'CLOCK -

'10 am until 2 pm'

i t*9*a •*.

Management Inc.
Itilhdalr Apl*.. IM2 Kamicw. l.ainc Mudioy
high vaulted OMMfS, unique floor plan.
9 1/2-12 mo Leases

.HOW

•'*• Cooa ft M m e* On*i

Management Inc.
ttillim Home Aptv.. SM 4th St. I Mnrn gat
heal. A>C Remodeled Starts at $375
fall J53-5HOO

AJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Wooster Mouse, 7|6 (1. Wooster I bdrms.
Starting ai $360 One minute from South Hall
(all 353-58041^

Management Inc.
Stop bv our office at 1045 Y Main St tot
complete listing or Call 353-S800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

NEWL9VE
the

Rentals

big creek

Drink Specials All Night Long /

band
Doors
s:oo

open at

Findlay, Ohio

CALL
425-0768
OR
425-9205

GREENBRIAR, INC.

—EAST MERRY AVENUEAPARTMENTS

STEAK HOUSE

163 SOUTH

Full & Part Time

MAIN ST.-BOWI.ING GREEN

BAB
Truck and Auto Repair
10% D'scount
w/ Student ID

• Oil Change $19.99*
'most vehicles
• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
Bowling Green, OH
r
353-2526
liihop
Free Towing il we M
do the job!
BGSU

• Flexible Hours
(No Late Night Closings)
• Locally Owned and
Operated
• Up Scale/Fine Dining
"Fun Atmosphere"
• $300 to $500 per week
• High Energy/Great
Attitudes
• Broilers • Saute •
Expo • Pantry
• Experienced Servers

NOW HIRING
(25-30 minutes south
of BG, oft 1-75)
Follow 224 E. through town
icrota from M«MV'I

*
)

HO»«I IM SSMP-MI im

1-800-678-6386

DAKOTA
GRILL
2215 Tiff in Ave

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.vvcnet.org/-gbrental

$279
$119
$439
$399

Spring Break Travel-Our 12th Vrarl

*0*v

818 Thurstin, 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

Stan at $610 C all 3M-MO0

Management Inc.

Cruise
Panama
Jamaica
Cancun

805 THURSTIN
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00

--FRAZEE AVENUE—
APARTMENTS

Management Inc.
Hilltdalc Apis . 1082 Falfrlaw, 2bdmi flats.
very spaciouv 9 fool ceilings, car ports.

Evergreet. \|>i> . 215 Poe. FlTiciencies & huge
I bdrms. laundry on sile. lots of parking III
starts at S230 ' bdrms Starts at 3^40
Call 353-5800
.

Spv$ SnM* ■-»•* *u I tfI *■* VHNUn 19* 05 r !«• B M
'KOgrvM tO> euoundri Mia D* Cam & Bftf Buv*u LriM1

521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00.

519 Leroy Avenue, 542 and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2baths, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

Ileinisilf Apti.,710 Y tnlrrpriw, I bdrm, high
vaulted ceiling*, unique floor plan
9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
Close to eampws. Suns M S180 Call JM-MMX>

City- l—t

—FIELD MANOR—
APARMENTS

.9f"?7.""?

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.

ILUhamas Party

517 E. REED
One bedroom for summer
and Aug. to May. Starts at
$380.00

516 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.

Subieasers wanted. 1 mm walk from campus.
Summer 1999. 4 bdrm. Recently remodeled.

—m

Efficiencies for summer and
Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $310.00.

Stop in, our friendly
staff will help you find
the perfect home for
next year!

PREPARE FOR SUMMER
1 BR, 1 BA apt. for rent immediately or beginning 5/18. Furnished, A/C. dishwasher, quiet,
near campus, grads 8 seniors only. On site
laundry and off street parking $345/mo. Call
354 6062 or 216 226-0693 lor aoot.

Slart at S»0 Call 35J^S(Hl

451 THURSTIN

Many other locations
available. A complete
listing is available at the
rental office.

Now Renting tor 99-2000 School Year
JBJ Properties 419-868-3035
606 E. Wooster (corner ol Wooster and Manvilie) upstairs 2 bdrm duplex. Great location.
Large Irving space. $775 mth.
234 S. College 2 bdrm house. Gas heat, large
yard and plenty ol parking. 2 blocks Irom Education building. Very nice-S750/mth.
2341/2 s College i bdrm up or 2 bdrm down
apts. Lrg. yard, very clean, lots of storage,
plenty ol parking $425 and $450/mBl.

9 1/2- 12 mo Leases

Brlonely
»

CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BGI Clean, 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, ulllltles provided, on-olte manager, balcony
unite available. Call for an ippolnlm.nl:
352-9909.

1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts. lor '99 '00 school
year. 352-7454.

- ■**

—M

4 bdrm. 1 bath house. 1/2 block from campus.
Avail. Aug 16 M for 12 month lease. In good
shape with nice backyard. Carpeted with offstreet parking avail. Unfurnished except relndgerator 8 stove. No dogs allowed. 1 month security deposit required. If interested call
419 685^8307 and leave a message tor Steve.

332 S. Main St.
352-5620
320 Elm #A-C $390.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water S Sewer
320 Eim #D $395.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
320 Elm #F $695.00 2 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
401 & 407 S. Enterprise #C 1 bedroom Unfurnished
Free Water & Sewer
401 #B & 407 S. Enterprise #A&B 2 bedroom Unfurnished.
Free Water & Sewer
709 Fifth St. 1,2,43 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $495.00
709 #5-12 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $530.00
801 Fifth St. #1,3,5,7 Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
803 Fifth St. Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
309 High St. #1,2,3,4,6,7, & 8 Furnished and unfurnished 2
bedroom Free gas heat, water & sewer. $495.00
114 S. Main St. #1 $360.00 1 bedroom, #3 $335.00 1 bedroom,
#6 $360.00 1 bedroom, #10 $360.00 1 bedroom All unfurnished
117 N. Main St. #2 $350.00 1 bedroom, #3 $280.00 1 bedroom, #6 $320.00 1 bedroom, #7 $385.00 1 bedroom #8
$260.00 1 bedroom, #9 $355.00 1 bedroom, #10 $380.00 1
bedroom All unfurnished
507 E. Merry #5 2 bedroom furnished. Free water & Sewer.
$565.00
824 Sixth St. #1-8 2 bedroom unfurnished. $480.00 Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer
843 Sixth St. #2-4 2 bedroom 2 bath $445.00, #5-12 2 bedroom 2 bath $475.00 All unfurnished
128 W. Wooster #D-F 1 bedroom unfurnished $275.00
920 E. Wooster 2 bedroom furnished apartment
$690.00 Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
1024 E. Wooster #Rec Room, 2 bedroom furnished Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer
NEWIPVE
Rentab

Come visit our website at
www.newlovereallty.com
t
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Thuxsday, Vemmy 25,195

FINALLY A BREAK!
After what seems an endless stretch of classes and work, it is finally time for a
much deserved break! Many students are heading to Cancan, others to sunny
Jlorida or California to relax on the beach or home to earn some cash. Regardless
of where students end up for this week, it is guaranteed that most students will be
leaving school work out of mind.
Spring Break 1999 Tab
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The BG News wishes everyone a safe
Spring Break!!!!!!
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Ipring Break triggers vacations, doubts for students
By SARA EATON
The BG News
As spring break nears, students
II over prepare for some type of
leparture. Some may visit relatives
friends, while others pack their
<athing suits and tanning oil to head
'or sunny, hot areas.
Students have many options to
noose from when selecting a place
:o go. There are travel agencies and
|self reservations. Another choice is
pring break companies that often
advertise in college newspapers or
around campus.
Sometimes students have trouble
making up their minds about which
route to take. There are so many different questions and needs of students that accommodations are
sometimes difficult.
The Bowling Green AAA travel
agency works with some companies that offer spring break
packages, said manager Laurel-Sharp.
"We work with preferred suppliers," she said. "People we can
trust. They have a contingency plan
it something goes wrong."
She added that AAA has used
spring break companies in the past,
but now works with companies that
offer year-round trips because they
are the companies with contingency
plans. She found that often spring
break companies don't have the
means to fix little problems which
olten lead to the vacationers' being
disappointed.
Sharp gave the example of a
spring break company which only
had one plane, then when it broke
down they didn't have the money to
repair it Scheduled trips were then
delayed or canceled.
AAA offers a variety of trips, she
said. She estimated the cost at $650$1,000 per week per student.
Not all travel agencies feel as
comfortable utilizing other companies, however.
"My company and I have had a

number of problems to the point that
we don't use them anymore," said
Larry Courtney, owner and president of First Discount Travel in Sylvania. "It's not worth the hassle."
One problem he had was a group
of college students got stranded in
Cancun for an extra five days
because the travel company they
used went out of business. Their
flight was canceled.
Courtney said an average trip
within the United States, such as Key
West or Daytona Beach, Fla., wi
cost about $200 a day through
his company. Outside of
the country, like Cancun, the cost is
about $300
per

riences have
been bad," Cour
said. "I can't trust them."
A few students at the University
felt they would have to know more
about a company before they used it.
"1 don't know them well enough,
I would have to look into them,"
said sophomore sciences technology

communications major Michelle
Price.
Although she does not have plans
for this spring break, Price said she
would rely on her friends more than
spring break companies to set up
plans.
Sophomore criminal justice major
Craig Doyle made his own plans for
spring break

Smoky Mountains. He received
maps from AAA.
"Spring break companies are
good for people who just don't
have time. However, they may be
able to save money if they plan it
themselves and make their own
arrangements," he said, explaining

he would rather take the time to plan
He explained that the reason his
out his trips than use a company.
company can offer a cheaper deal is
Senior biology education major because the price is based on the
Kelly Alexander agreed it was easier maximum number of people able to
to make her own plans. She is going slay in one room.
to Key West, Fla. this year. In past
One trip Vernon offered was to
years Alexander has gone to Saraso- Panama City, Fla., with six people
ta and West Palm Beach, Fla., trips for seven nights at $119 per person
which she organized herself.
for the week.
"We got the information off the
The hotels the Discover credit
Internet and called ourselves," card company works with are
Alexander said. "It was easier that Boardwalk, Holiday Inn, Ramada
Inn and Days Inn. The room's basic
y"
One spring break corn- features are a bed for everyone and a
believes they refrigerator. Vernon said that other
can offer stu- things, such as an ocean-side view,
dents
a are offered.
betWhile Vernon was more than
ling to discuss his company, a
Florida based company, Sandpiper Beach, was hesitant.
Shelly, a front desk
manager who refused to
give his last name, only
•ffered one example of a trip
they offer.
A six-day trip to Panama City
for four people with a microwave
and small refrigerator included is
offered at $159 for the week. However, this did not include a sea-side
view, airfare or train fare.
While everyone has an opinion
deal than if
they make on spring break companies, Sylvatheir own nia's Larry Courtney has a few recommendations
for
students.
plans.
The Dis- Although he said there is not really
cover credit any way to know if a company is
card compa- reputable except for past experiny runs a ences, he said there are two basic
spring break things students can look for when
planning the trip through spring
company
out of North break companies.
First, he said, if a company rushes
Carolina.
According to to book reservations, then the company is probably not a reputable one.
BG News Graphic/ manager
The second sign of a bad compaJEFFHINDENACH Brandon
Vernon, they are a member of the ny is when it reserves the right to
change the time of flight until the
Better Business Bureau.
"It's cheaper because of the vol- minute it is to leave, he said.
"If it sounds loo good to be true,
ume of students we send," Vernon
said. "If we book 100 hotel rooms it most always is," Courtney said.
rather than two or three, it is a better
deal for us and the students."

Spring Service Specials at
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GREAT LAKES FORD/NISSAN
LUBE, OIL & FILTER SPECIAL
Includes:
95
"Up to 5 quarts of oil
"Excludes diesels

S19

Present coupon when order is written Exp Mar 31

%, Booths^

FREE 25-POINT INSPECTION
A visual inspection of many
important safety and driveability items.
Iwrth any sen/ice repair) Exp Mar 31

Vehicle Service Right The First Time

HAIR NAILS TANNING

352-6459
Watch for Extended Hours
I New buB» la all tanning beds I
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GREAT LAKES FORD/NISSAN

Includes Haircut
Short - 45.00
Weil - 55.00
Long - 60.00

353-5271
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Rt. 25 N., Bowling Green, Oh.

Hours:
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ALL HOT
NEW BULBS
*Receive
1 Free tanning
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8 oz. Swedish
Beauty Lotion
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Students head to major hot spots

Cancun draws most students to its beaches this year
major, has big spending plans for her spring
break. Scott and her cousin are most likely
going to the Cayman Islands.

By ANNE MOSS
The BG News
For many students, spring break planning
probably started around the beginning of the
year with planning and reservations to ensure
an exciting and successful break.
One of the most popular spots for spring
break this year is Cancun, Mexico.
Freshman Allison Dresch will be traveling
lo Cancun with her family for the entire week.
"I plan on doing a lot of relaxing on the
beach, trying to get a tan," Dresch said.

Senior finance major Brad Beleski, plans lo
go to Cancun with a group of friends.

"We are going to relax on the beach, look for
men and shop for everything that is cheap over
there," Scott said.
Ivana Sorrenti and Kristen Feldar will be
traveling to South Padre Island, off the coast of
Texas. But they are not going alone. They will
be joined by a group of friends to party for the
entire week.
"I can't wait lo get away from BGSU," Sorrenti said. "I am not even going to think of this
place, we have a lot of partying to do!"
Some students will be saving their money
by staying in the country this break.

"We are most likely going to drink and sit in
the sun all day," Beleski said. "We probably are
never going to come back."

Lori Cross, freshman art education major, is
traveling to Florida with a friend to stay with
her grandmother, ten minutes away from the
beach.

Corey Davies, senior information systems
major, will also.be traveling to Cancun for the
entire week with a group of his friends.

"Unsupervised for a week ... I love it!"
Cross said.

Karla Scott, freshman biological sciences

"We are probably going to go canoeing, lay around, read
some books, bascially take it easy."

(en Szwejkowski, sophomore IPC major,
said she plans lo cover some major terrain

Emil Levy
Senior history/Spanish major

when she travels to Niagara Falls for the first
weekend, and then to sunny Florida to slay
with her aunt on the beach.
"I expect to lay on the beach and get a Ian,"
Swzejkowski said.
Still other students are choosing to spend
their time in a more relaxing way.
Emil Levy, senior history/Spanish major,
and his girlfriend are going to stay in a cabin in
Michigan.
"We are probably going to go canoeing, lay
around, read some books, basically just take it
easy," Levy said.
There are also a majority of students that
are going to spend spring break at home. Students like Sarah Beutel and Jennifer Starkloff
plan on going home to earn some money.

Aaron Lusk, sophomore social studies education major, will be going home to play in a
gig with his band Zero Tolerance. The band is
playing on Mar. 12 in the town's concert hall.
And what better way to spend your break
than getting your teeth yanked out?
Angela Simonetta, freshman pre-dentistry
major, will be doing exactly that for her spring
break.
"After I get my teeth pulled I am going to
sleep, and make my mom wait on me hand
and foot," Simonetta said.
No matter where students travel, and what
they do, there is no doubt that it is going to be
enjoyable for many people. After all, it is an
enlire week away from the University and
classes.

Ohio approved to begin six road projects
1
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\ssocuilctl Press

The Appalachian Regional
Commission has given Ohio the
OK to shuffle state and federal
funding for six southern Ohio
road projects.
The commission's meeting in
Washington on Sunday during
the National Governors' Association winter meeting was reported by The Columbus Dispatch
today.
The panel made up of 13 governors, including Ohio's Bob

1

I

Taft, approved the proposal to
win $320 million in stale and federal money for the six projects.
The commission's federal
director, Jesse White, also gave
his OK, which was crucial
because he can veto gubernatorial decisions.
The road projects already are
included in Ohio's $1.6 billion
construction schedule for 200003. However, the Appalachian
part of the road plan was contingent on the commission's
approval of the corridor redesig-
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"This is a major step of
tremendous importance for the
economic development and
transportation needs of southern
Ohio," Taft told the Dispatch.
Under the plan, the proposed
Portsmouth bypass loses federal
money for 10 of its 25 corridor
miles, but receives $50 million in
state and federal money for initial design and construction
work.
The Portsmouth money is
shifted to help complete a pro-

posed four-lane expansion ot
U.S.35 between Chillicothe and
Richmond Dale in southern Ross
County.
Federal funding for those two
projects will free state money for
four other projects: the Chesapeake bypass in Lawrence County, the Ravenswood connector in
Meigs County, U.S.33 between
Athens and Darwin, and U.S.50
between Athens and Coolville,
the Taft administration said.
All but the Portsmouth bypass
should be under construction by
T
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The flu can be
easier to catch
than a cold.
For more
information
Contact: The «
Wellness
Connection at j
372-WELL (9355);

MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP SPECIAL*
4 Cylinder - $ 32.95
6 Cylinder - $ 36.95
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INCLUDES Analysis ot starting, charging. & engine system
PLUS we set (wrong & install new spark plugs
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AutoCare
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A stroke can
change your
life forever

should be under way a couple
years after that, according to
state and federal officials.
Originally, former Republican
Lt. Gov. Nancy Hollister proposed shifting the Appalachian
miles during her unsuccessful
bid last year to unseat Democratic U.S. Rep. Ted Strickland in the
6th Congressional District.
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Emergency
Numbers

University Police 372-2346
University Info.
372-snow
BG Police
352-2571
To find out highway
conditions:
Lucas
865-5544
Fulton
865-5544
Ottawa
734-1952
Swanton
826-5871
Wood
666-1323
Accident or emergency:
Wood
243-3441
Lucas
243-5111
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What was your worst
spring break experience?

Students stuck in BG
find fan alternatives
By JEFF
HINDENACH
The BG News

w

While most students have
plans to go on vacation for spring
break, a handful of students will
be sucking around Bowling Green
for the week.
Most students, such as
junior social work major Jennifer Knotts, seem to be sticking around to make some extra
money.
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J)fA
Jill Byndas
Senior
Nursing

Drew Gartner
Junior
Sports Management

"A three hour flight delay.'

'Staying in Bowling Green
for the week."

But Knotts justifies staying
in BG to work by saving the
money she's making during
this spring break for a possible
trip next year.

"We got to Florida and did
not have a place to stay."
Kim Kolker
Senior
Nursing
"Not going."
"Not going anywhere but
home."

\l

BG RADIATOR

Beach Towels
Bucket Hats
Jackets

Complete Service on
A/C & Healer Repair
Water Pumps Hoses and Bells
Radiators tor:
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Trucks
Industrial
Parts and Labor
Guaranteed 1 Year
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Card Lifetime Guarantee
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• Sweatshirts • Light Weight Vests • Hats
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[FREE TOWINGl

:
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| Li 520
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531 Ridge St.

Adrian Vancil, a junior elementary special education
major, has the same problem as
Knotts.
"I can't afford to go anywhere," she said. "Plus, I didn't make any plans to go anywhere."

Nick Whittaker
Freshman
Pre-med

Dave Gawron
Sophomore
Education

"I'm
staying
around
because I'm poor and I can't
afford to go anywhere," she
said. "I plan to work many
hours to make up for my lack
of funds."

352-8333

Remwhen

"If 1 stay here this year and
work," she said, "then next
year during spring break I can
plan a really nice trip like
going on a cruise or going to
some place warm like Florida."
Money seems to be the main
reason for students to stay in
BG but most students aren't
letting work take over their
vacation. Although these students are stuck, they are making plans to make sure thai
spring break is not all work.
For example, Vancil is planning a mid-week trip.
"It really depends on the
weather, but I might go up
north to Michigan with my
roommate to go skiing," she
said. "Even if that doesn't
work out, we will probably still
plan a day trip somewhere
during the week."
Knotts seemed to agree with
Vancil about at least getting
out of BG for a day or two.
"My roommate, my best
friend and I are planning on
taking a road trip somewhere
sometime during the break,"
she said, "just to get out of BG
for a little while."
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SRC becomes more popular as spring break approaches
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
As bikini and lank top season
nears. University students are running to the Student Recreation Center in hopes ot shedding those tew
extra pounds.
According to Scott Levin, the
SRC's associate director, the SRC is
busiest during spring semester, especially as spring break nears. He said
the SRC normally has 1,100 patrons a
day, but during the spring semester
the SRC is visled by over 2,000 people a day.
"This is our busiest time ol the
year," he said. "It gets really wild
from January until April "
Levin said the primary reason for
the student boom at the SRCls the
Students' desire to be in shape (»r
spring break. I le also said many students are trying to maintain their
New Year's resolutions.
Angela Lipscomband Kevin Muss
are two such students trying to keep
their New Year's resolutions ol gelling in shape. Lipscomb, a senior
Spanish education major, saiil she is
not working out specifically lor a

spring break trip, but said she just
wants to lone her body. She said
working out with another person
gives her motivation.
Buss, a sophomore business
major, agreed.
"It is a lot easier to work out with
someone," he said. "You can talk and
they can push you to work harder."
Buss said it was his New Year's
resolution to gel in shape and his
goal is "to show it off" when the
weather gets warmer. Lipscomb is
also looking forward to a healthier
body in the spring.
Levin said most students utili/e
the exercise machines and weight
room during their workout, lie also
commented that aerobic classes are
equally* popular.
Stacy Hannan, SRC pro-shop
manager, agreed and sln-ssed thai
everything the SRC offers is popular
right now. she said they do not have
enough towels and locks to cater to
the surplus ol students using the
SKI .
We .ire definitely more busy
right now," she said. We are breaking records. People have to wait for

locks and towels now."
She said their busiest time isl
between 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. and rec-j
ommends an early morning work-]
out. Hannan said she sees a lot of |
regulars when on duty, but as spring
break approaches, she sees a lot of
new faces too.
"It is crazy around here right
now," she said.
In order to give the students exercising options, Levin said he is looking into getting two "Free Runners
which are state-of-the-art treadmills
He also said they are looking into
investing in two more crosstrainers.
"We are constantly trying to
improve and upgrade our equipment because thev get used a lot and
we want to accommodate our students," he said.
The SRC will also be open during
spring break, Mar. 8-12, closed Mar
13 and reopened Sunday, Mar 14
when students return trom break.

BG News Photos/MATTHEW MILLER
Above & Right: University students fill the Student Recreation Center
for funk aerobic classes. Many students are using the classes in preparation for spring break.

Face it. Things aren't making sense.
Crossword, word of the day, weather, and sheer absurdity. Every
weekday, Page Three, in The BG News.

Now Leasing Next Summer + Fall
Campus Manor

"You'll find our places
are Purrrfect for you!"

615 Second St.
701 Fourth St.
Rockledge Manor

640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth SI.
733, 755, 777 Manvllle Ave.

825 3" St.

Away from Bowling Green?
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315 N. Main
317 N. Main
710 Elm St.
710" Elm St.
237 N. Prospect
138" N. Main St.

R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.

Next to Kinko's

3524302
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Lcrease in work hampers students
By CHASITY LESTER
The BG News
There seems to be an anomaly
[ al BG. Right before Spring break,
the work load in classes increases. Why is this? Are teachers
assigning more work to purposely ruin break?
Many people feel that this
trend exists because break falls in
the middle of the semester.

|w

lb.
1-^

Craig Brasdovich, a sophomore accounting major, said
teachers have to increase the
work because it is just in time for
the first test.
Others feel that there is an
increase just before break
because professors want to cover
most of the pertinent information before students get a chance
to forget over break.
Of course, there are other theories too.

'Teachers don't want to do
anything over break either," said
sophomore psychology major
Nicole Gennaro. "They just
assign us stuff now so they don't
have to worry about it over
break."
Other students are not worrying about the future just yet.
"Forget about things being
due before break," said freshman
education major Amy Kistler. "I
have stuff to do now."

Some students have many
assignments due after break.
Deb Wimmers, a senior elementary education major, has
most of her assignments to do
over break. She, like many other
students, wonders why professors think students have the time
or the effort to do a report during
vacation.
"I don't want to read a book
and write a report on my vacation," Wimmers said.

According to Wimmers, one of
her professors actually scheduled a test for the first day back.
"Luckily, she moved the date
after she heard our protests," she
said.
Whether you're one of the
lucky ones who has work overload before or after break, one
thing is for sure, work overload
has afflicted the campus and it is
lime to gel cracking.

Low budget students
find break options
By STEFANIE
SIZEMORE
The BG News
A little low on cash this spring
break and worried about being
stuck at home playing board
games with parents while some
friends are living it up in Cancun
or Panama City?
Hundreds of dollars are not
needed to have a great spring
break. There are plenty of other
options.
Spring break specialist Debra
Watkins from Travel Unlimited,
said that students can have a lot of
fun for a small amount of money.
"There are plenty of places to
go around Ohio and the bordering
states," Watkins said.
Her first suggestion is to round
up a bunch of friends, head down
to southern Ohio and rent a cabin
for a week.
She said that you can get a nice
cabin for around a $1 (JO per night.
"With five or six people in a
cabin the price becomes reasonable," Watkins said. The cabins
are really nice and 1 think students
would enjoy them."
She said that there are parks all
over Ohio that have nice cabins
available to rent.
If you want to leave Ohio ttiere
are plenty of options, such as
Chicago, which is a great city with
plenty of stuff to do.
"There are plenty of museums
and shops in Chicago. There is
something for everyone," Watkins
said.
Another great place Watkins
suggested is Fort Wayne, Ind.
"For anyone who wants to
shop, Fort Wayne is the place to
be," Watkins said. "They have
some of the greatest outlet malls
in the country."
Freshman journalism major
Amanda Butler is planning to
spend some money but not on
some huge trip to Florida or South

Padre.
Butler and her friends are planning a trip to Grove City, Penn.,
where they will take on some
intense shopping at the outlet
malls located there.
"We really don't have money to
go on a huge trip so we are going
to spend a few days in Grove
City," Butler said. "I am going to
spend what little money I have at
the outlet malls."
Freshman computer art major
Dan MacLean does not have the
ntoney to go on spring break but
docs have some options.
"My grandfather just passed
away and left us a condo in Daytona, so I might go there," said
MacLean. "I am really not sure."
MacLean said if he were to stay

Visit JCPenney for your
Spring Break Needs.
February 8 thru March 7
OFF

Get 25%°

any store regular price merchandise
with your BGSU student ID.

here he would go to Maumee Bay
State Park.
"Maumee Bay is beautiful and
they rent out cabins at affordable
prices." MacLean said. "If 1 got
some friends together I think that
would be a great place to go for
spring break."
Watkins stressed not to give up
if you do not have much cash but
still want to have a great spring
break.

Choose from a variety of top name
brands. Nike apparel, Sili/ertab jeans,
Champion, Lei/i and much more
selection in swimwear, shorts,
and spring shirts.
Hours: Monday - Saturday 10-9
Sunday 12-5

"Students need to look over
and research into places," Watkins
said. "Without a lot of money you
can still experience a great break."
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Woodland Mall
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Abaund the taaild...
Avalanche kills 7, injures 20
The Associated Press
INNSBRUCK, Austria — An avalanche roared into a
small town in the Alps in western Austria today, reportedly killing at least seven people. Dozens were (eared
buried.

with France and Switzerland.
The Austria Press Agency reported that a man and a
woman were killed Monday when an avalanche
enveloped a mountain restaurant near Gargellen.

At least 20 people, some o( them critically injured,

Swiss officials, meanwhile, said they found the body

were rescued by early evening, Austrian television said.
The report said seven bodies had been recovered and

of a third person killed in an avalanche in Evolene,

estimated 25 to 30 people remained buried as night set it
The snowslide in Galtuer, a town in western Tyrol
province's Paznaun Valley, was the latest of a series ol
deadly avalanches this winter across Europe.
"We were drinking hoi mulled wine, when suddenly
it started. The lights went out. It was dark. There was
only dust and snow. We got out of there as fast as we
could," Franz Wenko, a hotel operator in Galtuer told
Austrian television.
Austrian Army Maj. Warlok, who declined to give his
first name, told The Associated Press that it was assumed
the missing people were trapped in houses buried by the
avalanche. He said people trapped in houses have a better chance of surviving than those caught in the open,
where the snow soon suffocates them.
Heavy snowfalls have set off a series of avalanches in

Switzerland, on Sunday. Seven people, most of them
French tourists, were still missing Tuesday evening.
And in western Romania, two Czech tourists were
missing and feared dead after they were caught in an
avalanche over Ihe weekend, police said today.
In Germany, about 80 trains were canceled afler Ihe
heavy snow and strong winds tore down overhead lines
and tossed trees onto the tracks, railway spokesman Karl
Josef Bales said.
Traffic on Ihe autobahn over the Hunsrueck peak near
Mainz was backed up for 30 miles early Tuesday. Fore
casters in Munich were predicting up to 3 feet of new
snow on Wednesday.

the Alps in recent weeks, claiming lives in France,
Switzerland and Austria. Snowstorms snarled traffic and
halted trains today in Germany.

Associated Press Photo

An avalanche in the Italian Alps early today killed
one woman and injured several other people. Rescue
crews said they didn't think anyone else was trapped in
the snow in Morgex, near Italy's northwestern border

A group leaves after touring the Washington Monument Monday, Feb.
22, 1999. The monument open for the first time in four months.

Don't miss out
Now leasing for Fall & Summer '99

In the city of Aachen, on the border with Belgium and
the Netherlands, traffic was cut off for hours due to 10
inches of snow that fell overnight. Traffic jams on the surrounding highways during morning rush reached 10
miles.

Young girl died saving another
The Associated Press
NORTH EAST, Md.— A teen-age girl was killed after

With no place to go, the stepfather, Michael Durant,
told the children to lay down and grab onto the side railings of the bridge. But Marcus ran off.

she saved a 5-year-old boy from being struck by a train.
"She'll always be a hero in my eyes," said Carol
Boyle, mother of the saved boy.
Krystal Marie Donlon, 14, was on a railroad bridge

Krystal chased him, grabbed him by the coat and
threw him out of the way, but she was then struck by the
train. Police are not sure if she was hit trying to get out
of the way or was pulled onto the tracks by air suction
from the Amtrak passenger train, which was going

Saturday with her stepfather, two younger brothers and

between 90 and 100 mph.

Marcus Boyle when a train came around a curve, police
said.

The engineer was unaware the train struck anyone
until he was ordered to stop.

BP

DID YOU KNOW?
The current wave of

«
Automotive^Service Centers

extinctions resulting
from human activity is

Receive a 10% Discount with BGSU Student ID.

eliminating an estimated

Bring in this ad and get a $15.95 Oil Change or $5.00 off service

year, making it the sixth

For all your Automotive needs:
' Brake
• Tune Up
1
Diagnostic
• Exhaust
' Tires

' Lube, Oil & Filler

■ Batteries

' Alignment

27,000 species each
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

Free Shuttle Service Available
FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRYVWOO HEALTH SPA

Come see us for a complete listing of locations

Membership includes indoor pooi whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.

530 MaPle St.

419.352.9378

275 S. Main Street, Bowling Green
419-353-3060
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

# We Employ Technicians Certified by ASE

Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and your4
Campus Recycling Program
1 Noss and Coopemder. 1994 Saaogj
Nature's Legacy
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ificial tanning works to control sunburn
tudents find tanning before hitting the beach a well-spent investment
Jy STEFANIE SIZEMORE
The BG News
Finally, you are going somewhere lor spring
;ak. A lot of fun in the sun, full of parlies, fun
[nl memories. The weather is gorgeous and
tin are ready lo get that great Ian. Then bam!
I. you come olf the beach the first day with
lolhing even close to a tan.
Your skin is burning and you resemble a
lobster.
You spend the next lew days inside trying
i amuse yoursell while all your friends are
loul having fun.
Your vacation has started oil on the wrong
note because you lorgol that the sun in Bowling Green is just a little dilferent than the sun
in Florida or Cancun.
This is a scenario that happens all the lime.

People travel south, spend the day on the
beach and end up staying inside for the next
few days.
If you want to avoid hiding out or missing
any of your spring break, artificial tanning is a
good solution.
Getting a base tan is a great way to avoid
turning red on the firsl few days of your vacation.
Senior special education major Amanda
King has worked at tanning businesses lor the
past four years and is currently employed at
The Tanning Center. She says that a base tan
helps but you still have lo be careful.
"Everyone thinks they can go tanning a few
limes before break and be fine," she said. "That
is not true. A base tan will help, but remember
that the sun is different and you will burn if
you are not careful."

"Students need to be smart because without a proper base
tan they can get skin poisoning."
Bill Burkle
owner of Campus Tanning
King stressed that if students have not
made their tanning appointments already lo
make them now.
"We are filling up," King said. "At the
beginning of February things start to get full
all the way up until spring break."
Bill Burkle, dwner of Campus Tanning,
agrees. He says that around spring break business drastically increases.
"This is definitely our busiest time of the

year," Burkle said. "Students need to be smart
because without a proper base Ian they can get
skin poisoning."
Sophomore sports management major Nic
Conaway knows that he needs to be careful.
Conaway and his friends are going to Panama City lor the week.
"Most of us are going lo tan," Conaway
said. "I know that if I don't get a base tan I will
bum like a piece of bacon."

BG New PhotOi/MATTHEW MILLER
Below: Galactic Tan employee Mike Romano inspects one of their tanning booths. Right: Galatic Tan caters lo both tanning and swim suit
needs.

Let Me Get Some

Spring Break Specials
354-0011
522 E. Wooster

A close
walk
from
campus

Mon-Sat 7am-7pm
Sun 9am-5pm
►EE DELIVERY!

check out these fantastic deals

THE
TANNING
CENTER

1 FREE Visit
and Register to Win
Cash for Spring Break
wltti Inn ad A pochogs purchase

i LOCATIONS

I'm WASH HOUSE
■ 248 N. MAIN ST.
354-1559
110 BEDS/2 BOOTHS
' "BG"s LARGEST"

SOUTIISIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. MAIN

353-8826
5

BEDS/I BOOTH

THE HEAT

904 E. WOOSTER
352-3588
5 BEDS
CLOSEST TO CAMPUS

Servin

8

BG since 1980

J"

Buy one deli
sandwich with a drink
and get another for 1c

with the purchase of
1 Dozen

• Valid only al BG Store
• One coupon per customer
• Limit 1 with coupon
•Expires March 5,1999

• Valid only at BG Store
• One coupon per customer
• Limit 1 with coupon
•Expires March 5,1999

6 FREE Bagels

3 FREE
BAGELS
• Valid only at BG Store
• One coupon per customer
• Limit 1 with coupon
"Expires March 5.1999
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Spring Break Spring Back Mysteriously,
What was happening at the University around spring
break in the past?

3 missing in 1
Yosemite Park
The Associated Press

FRESNO, Calif — After taking a lour of Yosemite National Park last week,
1939: Faculty was interested in finding a suitable roller skating arena for students Carole Sund drove her sporty red rental car to a remote motel with her
daughter and a family friend from Argentina.
The women haven't been seen since that night, when they rented videos
in the lobby of the Cedar Lodge.
1948: The possibilities of an all campus Freshman Prom were discussed, with a
"A mother, a daughter and an Argentinean citizen have disappeared off
band to play.
the face of the Earth, and that's the big mystery now," Modesto police
spokesman Kelly Huston said Monday.
So far, the only solid lead is the discovery Friday of Mrs. Sund's wallet on
1956: Ray Eberle and his orchestra played at the annual Military Ball Mar. 16, in
a city street in Modesto, about 60 miles west of the lodge, on the west fringe
the Men's Gym.
of the park in rural El Portal.
Sund's husband, Jens, and several members of her prominent Northern
California real estate family, the Carringtons, are offering a $250,000 reward
1965: Faculty Senate recommended that graduating seniors should not be given
for any information leading to their safe return.
They have gathered at a Modesto hotel to help investigators look for
exams during the week of finals. Final grades for graduating seniors were turned
clues.
in on the last day of regular classes.
"This is a rental car that's long overdue, we've got a woman who's very
meticulous in planning vacations. She has not held to that itinerary or conStudent Council established permission for smoking rooms in several buildings on
tacted anyone or shown up anvwhere," Huston said.
campus. Taking its cue from the men students who showed a universal desire for
The Mariposa County Sheriff's Department said there's no evidence of
this privilege, the council is took immedaite action on the problem. Plans were laid foul play, but it has not ruled out the possibility of a crime. No suspects have
been questioned or arrested.
to furnish a lounge with couches and comfortable chairs where students can relax
The FBI is investigating the possibility of kidnapping until the facts sugand spend odd moments in between classes.
gest otherwise, agency spokesman Nick Rossi said.
Sund said he last saw his wife and 16-year-old daughter, Julie, on Feb. 12,
1972: Ambassador George Bush, U.S representative to the United Nations spoke
when they left their home in Eureka with Silvina Pelosso, a foreign exchange
student from Argentina, to fly to San Francisco.
in the Grand Ballroom
"At the beginning we thought it might have been an accident," said Ms.
Pelosso, starting to cry. "Something else may have happened, 1 don't know."
BG Women's intercollegiate swimming and diving teams captured the Midwest
Mrs. Sund rented a car at the San Francisco airport, and drove with the
regional state title in competition against 12 other schools from five states.
two teen-agers about 60 miles east to Stockton, where Julie competed in a
spirit competition as a member of a Humboldt County cheering squad, her
father said.
1988: A non-alcoholic night spot on-campus had its grand opening in Founder's
The trio then drove another 60 miles south to Merced, where they spent
Quadrangle as part of an increase in "dry" programming designed to accomodate
the night. On Sunday, they drove east to El Portal and checked into the lodge.
students who were underage. It was called, "Quad Rock Cafe."
They went to Yosemite on Monday and returned to the lodge that night.
They never checked out the next morning — but visitors to the lodge rouCompiled from BG News archives
tinely are awake and gone long before the front desk opens.
The first sign something might be wrong came when Mrs. Sund and the
teen-agers failed to arrive Tuesday afternoon at tne University of the Pacific
in Stockton. The three was supposed meet a neighbor from Eureka and his
-Didyouknow?
-y- mother for a campus tour.
"My wife was trying to get my daughter interested in college. My neighM
bor showed up with her son, and asked, 'Where is Carole?"' Sund said.
"rnilli
Sund said he wasn't worried about their no-show at first because their
flight from Eureka had been delayed five hours because of a storm, and left
suffer from
anyway on the flight to Phoenix with his other children.
disorde
"It was kind of a confused evening," he said. "I had her paged at the airport. She never responded. I got there about 10:45 (p.m.) with Ihe other three
kids. We had 10 minutes to catch our flight to Phoenix."
. For moi
ormation
Sund said he really began to worry the next day, when he still hadn't
• contact
Wellness ■:: heard from his wife.
"About II a.m. Wednesday, I started making calls and nobody had heard
-Conn
from them. I still thought maybe they were in a motel in San Francisco," he
■372-WBIX(l>355).
said. "Definitely by 7:30 p.m. Wednesday I was panicking."
Sund, a vice president at the Carrington Co. real estate investment firm in
This Spring Break, there's
Eureka, said he last talked to his wife on Presidents Day, when she called him
more danger than sharks at
from Cedar Lodge. "She said they were having a nice trip," he said.
the beach.
TRAVEL AGENCY
SERVICES
We're talking about STD's
• Airline tickets
& Alcohol Poisoning
• Car Rentals
• Hotel Heservations
BGSU Student Health
• Rail Tickets
Service & The Wellness
• Cruises
• Tour Packages
Connceclion remind you to
• Travelers Cheques
play it safe.
• Passport Photos
AAA Memberships not required for
Call 372-WELL.
these services
i«uu
• Travel Insurance

•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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rrave/
Agency

414 WoosterSt.
352-5276
1-800-328-4123
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'eanut Butter, chicken debut in Big Apple
The Associated Press
IEW YORK — Taking the old school lunch standard
ulinary heights, Lee Zalben is confident his restauI's peanut butter obsession has enough adult appeal

r

■Kids aren't the only ones who love the sticky stuff, but
st people, young and old, are used to smearing it on
tad, baking it into cookies or even spooning it straight
pm the jar — at home.
But peanut butter in a restaurant? Ordered off a menu
nd served by a waitress for $5 to $6 a sandwich?
That's the idea behind Peanut Butter & Co.
"We've tried to take something that people love and
■want and need and elevate it to another level," said ZalIben, 25. "This is very much an experience; it's not just a
I sandwich."
The experience goes far beyond the Skippy on Wonder bread lunchbox staple of American youth.
At Peanut Butter & Co., peanut butter comes in six
varieties — creamy, crunchy, spicy, cinnamon raisin,
chocolate chip and white chocolate — which are mixed
into 13 different sandwiches.
Your basic PB&J is made on fresh-baked bread with
gourmet strawberry or grape jam. Also available: peanut
butter with Marshmallow Fluff or chocolate spread.
Craving something a little wilder?
How about a peanut butter BLT, or the Thai-inspired
spicy peanut butter with grilled chicken and a dab of
pineapple jelly? The biggest seller is the Elvis, inspired
by the King's beloved grilled peanut butter sandwich
with banana and honey.

Zalben and his staff grind their peanut butter daily
and serve it on thick slices of fresh bread, with potato
chips and carrot sticks on the side.
The all-peanut-butter concept- has raised a few eyebrows (and stuck to the roofs of a few mouths).
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The restaurant plays hard on the idea of peanut butter as the ultimate "comfort food." The shop's bright yellow walls, wooden tables and pastel Fiestaware plates
are meant to evoke warm recollections of childhood.
"I think almost everyone has a special place in their
heart for peanut butter," Zalben said. "It brings back
memories of sitting at the lunch table in elementary
school, and for most people, that makes them smile."
Peanut Butter & Co.'s food and ambiance bring back
"memories of being 5 years old and running home in the
middle of the day for lunch, and your mom making
Fluffemutters for you," said Dawn Lucas, 23, on her
lunch break from a nearby advertising agency.
Casey Benjamin, a 25-year-old Manhattan product
designer, said her PB&J on whole wheat brought her
back, but "not to my childhood. Maybe my fantasy childhood. ... 'Leave it to Beaver' or something."
For those whose image of paradise doesn't include
peanut butter, the menu does have alternatives — tuna,
grilled cheese, chicken salad.
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The Associated Press
Four peanut butter sandwiches are piled one on top of one another at
the Peanut Butter and Co., a new restaurant in New York's Greenwich
Village. From top to bottom are a "fluttemutter," featuring marshmallow cream and peanut butter; the old standby, a peanut butter and
strawberry jelly sandwich; a chocolate peanut butter cup sandwich
made of peanut butter and hazelnut/chocolate spread and "The Elvis,"
a butter-grilled peanut butter sandwich with banana and honey.

FALL & WINTER CLEARANCE

save

Sw
When you take an

Extra 33% Off
All Red-Ticketed
Merchandise*

UIMMaTBMWM
Recommendations
Eat high-fiber foods, such as
fruits, vegetables, and whole
grain products Eat fewer highfat foods Maintain normal
body weight And live long and
prosper

'Total savings olf of original prices. Excludes outerwear

petite week!
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Mark Kawar, a New York University junior, bites into his spicy peanut
butter and chicken sandwich, spread with pineapple jam, Thursday,
Feb. 18, 1999.
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"If you tell me 'Peanut butter and nothing but peanut
butter,' count me out," sniffed Tim Zagat, who publishes
the Zagat Surveys restaurant guides with his wife, Nina.
But "I'm sure, on the other hand, there are people for
whom peanut butter is (he mother's milk," conceded
Zagat, who has not been to Peanut Butter & Co.
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20% OFF
our entire petite collection

STAGE

139S. Main St.
(Across From Easystreet)

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Celebrate Spring Break Sale!
20% OFF All Clothing
& All General Reading Books
Selected Textbooks, Art and School Supplies.
Gifts and Greeting Cards priced as marked.
^H

*excluding: text books and special orders
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*UPto75% OFF
Feb. 25 & 26

372-2851

Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 8-6
Fri. 8-5

n

Sat. 9-5
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2 p DUPcharge

the tittle Shop
C @p oO o\ ©TV oCl
Any Size Roll
3 1/2" Double
Prints

$

3.99

Premium (fc
Processing ^

Applies to All 35mm
and 110 mm
color prinl film

4" Double
Prints

BREAK SPECIAL

20% OFF

All Clothing & Gifts

6.99

Double Prints
Sale Dates: 3/15/99-3/27/99

Feb. 25 & 26
Ihelittte&iop
University Union

372-2962

Hours:
Mon-Thur 8:30-5:30
Friday
8:30-5:00

